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For release Sunday, Dec. 16, 1956

By George Bennett
Marshall Student Journalist
(Science Fair Chemistry Consultants-- 1)

HUNTINGTON, Wo VAe, Dec. 14—-(Special)-- Twenty-four chemists, members of the
Central Ohio Valley Section of the American Chemical Society, have volunteered their
services as consultants to high school students who wish to enter exhibits in the

Regional Science Fair to be held at Marshall College April 5 and 6,

Although the list is not yet complete, 33 high schools in the three states
covered by the fair have experts that they can call on to advise students on their

Science Fair projects.

These chemistry experts will work through the high school

science teachers on a voluntary basis toward encouraging students interested in science

fair projects.

The American Chemical Society is the professional organization for chemistry.
The Ohio Valley Section, which is composed of 170 members, covers the following
counties:

Lawrence, Scioto, Pike, and Jackson in Ohio; Cabell and Wayne in West Vir-

ginia; and Boyd and Greenup in Kentucky.

They will send consultants to the high

schools in the obove counties, specifically for chemistry problems

The Science Fair is a collection of exhibits, each of which is designed to show
a biological, chemical, engineering, mathematical, or physical principle, a laboratory
or other procedure, or an industrial development.

Two grand awards will be given from the individual exhibits of the Senior Divi
sion (one boy and one girl).

These two awards are an all-expense paid trip to the

National Science Fair at Los Angeles, California, May 9-11.

Students from the following counties are eligible to take part in the fair:

in

West Virginia, Cabell, Mingo, Wayne, Mason, Lincoln, Logan, and western Putnam; in Ohio,

Gallia, Jackson, Meigs, Lawrence, Scioto, and Pike; and in Kentucky, Boyd, Carter,
(more)
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(Science Fair Chemistry Consultants-

2}

Floyd, Greenup, Johnson, Lawrence, Martin, and Pike,

Chemical Society members and the high schools where they will be consultants

are as follows:

W. H. Toller, chief chemist of Houdaille Industries of Huntington,

and president of the Ohio Valley Section of the American Chemical Society, Barbours
ville High School;

B. Co Mays, chemist for Standard Ultramarine of Huntington, Douglas

High School; J, Fo Bartlett 9 dean of college of arts and sciences of Marshall College,
Huntington High School; R. K. Gensler, superintendent of Strip Mills, International

Nickel Co. of Huntington, Huntington East High School.
manager of Phthalocyanine Intermediate and Iron Blue Colors^—
Dr. F. H. Moser,

Standard Ultramarine of Huntington, Marshall High School; R. W. Simmons, assistant
chief chemist, International Nickel Co. of Huntington, Milton High School; M.

Ingallineria, chemist Nitrogen Division South Point, Ohio, St. Joseph High School.
Jane W. Mittendord, chemist, Ashland Oil Co. of Ashland, Ky., Buffalo High School;

Ro 0o Meyer, chemist, Ultramarine of Huntington, Ceredo-Kenova High School; James P.

Stepp, research chemist, Standard Ultramarine of Huntingtoll; Vinson High School; H. E.
Burdick, manager of t’echincal services, Standard Ultramarine of Huntington, Wayne and

Chesapeake High Schools; Stanley C. Church, chief chemist, Nitrogen Division, South
Point, Ohio Ashland, Ironton, Rock Hill, South Point, St. Josephs High Schools.

Lyle E. Squire, technical administration, Standard Ultramarine of Huntington,

Fairland High School; J. E. Swan, chemist, Goodyear Atomic Corp, of Portsmouth, Ohio,

Clay High School; Gloria Smith, chemist. Goodyear Atomic Corp, of Portsmouth, Ohio,
Portsmouth East High School; Louis E. Owen, chemist, Goodyear Atomic Corp, of Ports-

mouth, Ohio, McDemott, Minford, Otway, and Otway (Brush Creek? High Schools.

David Manning, chemist, Goodyear Atomic Corp, of Portsmouth, Ohio, Portsmouth
Notre Dame High School; E. Sanford Keairns of Jackson, Ohio, Coal Grove, and Oak Hill
High Schools; Francis A. Koehler, supervisor, Special Analysis of Portsmouth, Ohio,

(more)
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(Science Fair Chemistry Consultants-
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Jackson and Wellston High Schools, W. A. Levier, chemist, Goodyear Atomic Corp, of
Portsmouth, Ohio, Beaver High School; Perry J. Daloisi, chemist, Goodyear Atomic Corp.
of Portsmouth, Ohio, Waverly High School; H, S. W. Lacefield of Ashland, Kyo, Boyd

County High School; and Fred Fearing, chief chemist, Barrett Division of Ironton, Ohio,

Holy Family High School.
-30-
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For Release Sunday, December 9, 1956

(Hoback elected president)

•* . HUNTINGTON, W* VA*(Special)—Dr * J

Ho

Hoback, associate

professor of chemistry at Marshall College, has been elected president

of this year’s Science Fair Committee, which is in charge of the Regional
Science Fair to be-held April 5 and 6 at the college*

This committee is composed of the college’s science faculty

Other

officers are Dr* Frances Whelpley, associate professor of chemistry, secretary. and Dr* A* W

Scholl, professor of chemistry, treasurer

Dr* Scholl Z4

is head of the chemistry department at Marshall*

Dr* Hoback, who is also director of the 1957 Science Fair, received
his A* Bo

and M*

S. degrees'from Marshall in 1941 and 1942, and his Ph

from West Virginia University in 1947

Do

Hoback has been teaching at

Marshall since 1942*

Last year Dr. Hoback, was chairman of the Science Fair program com

mittee and was on the exhibit and display and judges committees

He has

been secretary of the Central Ohio Valley Section of the American Chemical

Society for the past three years*

The Science Fair, which will be held in the college1s physical
education building is open to any boy or girl in public, private or

parochial schools in parts of Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky*

The winners

of the regional fair will receive an expense-paid trip to Los Angeles s California, May 9-11 for the National Science Fair*

The Regional Science Fair is sponsored by Marshall College with the
/•

.financial assistance of Ohio valley industries and organizations* Students

from the following counties are eligible to enter the Regional Science Fair;

In West Virginia, counties included are Cabell, Mingo, Wayne, Masojr^2"

Lincoln, Logan, and western Putnam counties.

In Ohio, students from Gall'ia,

Jackson, Meigs, Lawrence, Scioto, and Pike counties, and in Kentucky, those

from Boyd, Carter, Floyd, Greenup, Johnson, Lawrence, Martin, and Pike
counties.
-30-
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To All Ncv/spancr, ■..ire Service.
Servicet Radio nnd Television Outlets

I r r 1£ D I A T K
lilKKDIATE

F 0 R

RELIJA SE

(ROYER RB3IGNATI0N—1 )'

Marshall College football coach Herbert (Herb) Royer
has resigned*
The 13ig G-reen gridiron coach announced at }2 no
/

today (Friday, Nov# 1G) th*-t he has submitted hi
to Marshall President 3tovrrt djl Sr^tthc

11.

resignation

Th# .resignation r/ould

iI
t \ P
|j]inoun(|ed ^.t|a s

become effective at the end of |t/fe 1956-57 eolle ;e termo

Royer’s resignation v/a

of Marshall key men in Pre sideii

ecial meeting

Smitlvs office•

The resigning coaoh told h Marshall College atliletic

recognition dinner fathering las

year that the Big Gro-ui football

squad would be in ne^fha nds if tlje next season was not successful«

defeats <'md • \

i/ith

wins behind him as the season fs last

game aoAor.clies tomorrow in ...thens, Ohio, Royer made his last

/ \ z\ A% • 1\^y*
/

rM ic
ye• • r5 s' ?rM
iet ioii

/
1
V
f '■• •
A v/lr®
dispatch several we^ks ago s.' id that Royer’s
! L
w

\ 1 Umarshal] gridiron scene was coming,.
withdrawal *rom\t|e
^eplVj

Royer’s

repoived by the Marshall College Information oervice, was

that ne had made no such decision and would not decide what to

do until the end of the season*
(more)

MARSHALL COLLlXrl) ITTORLTATIGU 8 hVICL-—Hov, 16
(ROYSK ! -.oIGN/YTION---E) *07 ,

195^ Z

>£/

^(/

/

The announcement that Royer will leave c^me on the eve
of Marshall's game with a traditional Mid-Amoric-n Conference
The game will take ulnce in Athens, Ohio

rivals Ohio University*
at

2

P* ITU

tomorrow©

He?'b Royer took over the ’^ig Green football reins
in 1953, follot-ing the resignation of Willard (Pete) Pederson

Pederson’s resignation came less than three nipiiths after

,X

Marshall was admitted to the I.’id-American Conference*
!

/
q,s an

atipg
Huntington college had been operating

independent?

Mn r s ha 1i -• wa s a ■ m cm

year before Pederson left.

I I Ji Vhen the college
Valley Conference until the v/inte^ It
of.
of 1951-5'21
1951-5'2

III
I If

;i

withdrew from th st intercol logXite applet ic t?poy *
Z
Royer was coach at ^gan ITighV^hJol before/fe assumed the
k* % t
He t ’ ’’

Big Crf'on football post in; 1^55He v'r^viously^had be*n at

/A

Marshal] as an assistant co<iqh o

|I

/

f;

if

f

J

V/hen ZXrofZ :f&r th£ qpaching position in February, r'53
Royei' rnnou/cecAtpal hb?wopld
hbyyr^ld Continue
A??»tinue t< use the T formation

I

\J

Z

\ lit

Ad ^employed*
Wil ployed o f
offense which :Wrsb. |h$d
f

\I M

/

Rcf/er took ov^vj Marshall’s football directorship fully
aware tha'd tough Redding was ahe^u«

t ime:

"P.l^ht nov.f Ichools like .Miami and Cincinnati are above

our class

Royer *

As he expressed it at that

They Ir ve ■.•rogre.m^ beyond our expectsti-ns/’ s? id

Marshall, in Royer1 s words on taking over the coach s

reins, "v'ill have to under-o a building urogram for three or
(

four years*”

(no ro)

MARSHALL COLLEGE ITn»'ORI.IATI -TT SJ-2.VICE-—TJov

1956

(FOYER IGiSTGMATlO?"—-3)
'C

Hoyer was coach at Logan High School before he took ov^r

the Big Green football program three year's ago*

He had been

at Llarshall as an assistant eoachj ‘several ye^rs before tight*
_
X
$
V
He also had boon r.n assistant corfih at vPI and aoad/ssrach at

XI

r>

/

West Virginie Tech before coming to tlr|. ilLlitingwn college*

I

i

rl

l.j?

Herb Royer is 1 Parshall Colles^ hoKbr graduate,
. X

'

’■

‘

-.Hiile

/

at Marshall in theJWte ’30’s, he was- pi^esident of the stucent
e-i|b‘>r~winnar•■in both football mid basketball,
body f n| i©4

/ t
it i
PCollegei

U
/
4°
I*
g i
|f Mirsl|k. 11
■

c

i

knot's--v/ho^will succeed Royer as football coacii

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-1-56
To the Parkersburg News, Parkersburg, W. Va.

For Inure diate Release

(sororities pledge)

f

t

(

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—{Special)---- Four Parkersburg women have

been pledged to social sororities at Marshall College.

The women and the sororities pledging them are:

f

Pi Kappa Sigma: Sandra McClelland, freshman, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Clarence McClelland,* 2416 r 25th Street; Linda Licklider,

I

freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Licklider, 432 - 13th

Street; Judith Roberts, freshman, daughter, of.Mr, and’Mrs. Rupert C.
I

Roberts, 527 - 13^ Street; and Elinor Emerick,, freshman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E.. Emerick, 2630 Dupley Street.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-1-56
To the Industrial News, Iaeger, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(sororities pledge)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Marshall College sororities
have pledged five McDowell county women.

The women and the sororities pledging them are:
Alpha Sigma Tau: Janet Stacy, freshman, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. William Stacy of Bradshaw; Sue Williams, freshman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Williams, of Jolo; Sue Adkins, sophomore, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Adkins of Welch.
Sigma Sigma Sigma:

Mildred Hicks/^sophomore, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Ruben Hicks, of War; Delta Zeta; Doris Church, freshman,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Church of Iaeger.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-1-56

t

To the Welch Daily News, Welch, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(sororities pledge)

HUNTINGTON, W. V A. — (Special)—Marshall College sororities

have pledged five McDowell county women.
The women and the sororities pledging them are:
Alpha Sigma Tau: Janet Stacy, freshman, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. William Stacy of Bradshaw; Sue Williams, freshman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Williams, of Jolo; Sue Adkins, sophomore, daughter

of Mr, and Mrs. Raymond Adkins of Welch.

f .

Sigma Sigma Sigma:

Mildred Hicks, sophomore, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Ruben Hicks, of War; Delta Zeta; Doris Church freshman,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Church of Iaeger.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-1-56

To the Braxton Central, Sutton, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(sororities pledge)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(Special)—Sara Jane Boggs, of Gassaway,
has been pledged to Alpha Chi Omega, social sorority at Marshall Col

(ti)

lege.

Miss Boggs is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernie H. Boggs, Box
242 Gassaway.

She is a graduate of Gassaway High School.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.--12-1-56

To the Clarksburg Telegram, Clarksburg, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(sororities pledge)
HUNTINGTOK, W'. VA.—-(Special)-- Sandra Swiger, Marshall

College freshman has been pledged to Alpha Xi belta, social sorority.
Miss Swiger is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. K. Wayne Swiger
of VJilsonburg.

She is a graduate of V ictory High School.
-30-
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December 3, 1956

Mr. Sweitzer:
Mr. Oliver, city editor of the Huntington Herald-Dispatch
wants a news story on the band master’s meeting and would like
to talk with you by phone as soon as possible. Please call him
at JA5-5151 at I* p.m. He wants to know how many persons are
attending and where they are from, what was done today and what
is on the program for tomorrow. He also would like to talk with
you about a good picture in connection with the meeting.

/I
1

Would you please call Mr. Oliver (JA5-5151) at 4 p.m.

Thanks
-I

JHH:srb

James H. Herring, Director
Marshall College Information Service

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

FROM? Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

December 3, 1956- • •

m JMEBIATE

release

Ardent followers of Marshall basketball will flock to the Field House in large numbers

tomorrow night for an answer to what Coach Jule Rivlin has to offer in the way of another
championship quintet.

Luring the local faithful to the 5th Avenue arena is the annual prey

season varsity-freshman battle set for 8s15 P.M. with the public enjoying the benefit of
looking on without charge.

What most Big Green observers want to know is, who will be the replacement for behemoth
rebounder Charlie Slack?

Sounds simple enough, but the fact of the matter is you just don’t

come up with an heir apparent overnight for the college’s greatest board man.

Beset with this problem since the opening of practice six weeks ago, Rivlin has been

making use of all his basketball cunning in an effort to alleviate the situation.

After

‘tomorrow night's test, he certainly will have a better view on the subject.

The court-wise Rivlin’s most recent maneuver is inserting last year's regular forward
Hal Greer into the center slot.

Not tall as big men go at 6’2%’°, the versatile Greer may

appear to Rivlin as another Sihugo Green, a 6’3" jumping jack for Duquesne last year.

It's no secret that Rivlin has been impressed with the finesse the local product has
shown at his new position

The rubber leg Greer has displayed good spring, and his shooting

eye, that hit the target 60% of the times last season to finish second in the nation
sharp as ever.
Rivlin has also juggled three other hopefuls in the center sore spot

is as

3*

Junior John
V .

Mayfield, a 6'5%” reserve center behind Slack, and 6’5" sophomore Dick Hall along with 6’7
sophomore Lee Canterbury, have been alternating in and out of the keyhold with modified suecess.

Their slight drawback is a profound lack of experience.

Tomorrow night will also mark the varsity appearance of Leo Byrd, the most widely
(.^discussed sophomore in Marshall history.

Regarded as possessing the potential to go down as

one of Marshall’s all time greats, Byrd will be blending his talents with such game hardened

veterans as Co-Captains Cebe Price and Paul Underwood, Dave Kirk and Jack Freeman.

r
J

The meeting with the frosh should provide proper insight as to how the Big Green will
...

’

.................. \

‘

fare against the height disadvantage they will encounter through the course of the season.v
Discounting their shortcomings in the way of experience, the yearlings nevertheless will

*

maintain an edge in height, which will serve as an adequate measuring stick that Rivlin can
evaluate upon.

- Heading the height brigade are 6?9” Herb Jacobsen, 6’6”' Ben Telford, 6’5” Valmore

Samuel, 6

Charles Adkins and 6’4” Herm Conner, and 6 ’3^<c John Milhoan.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—12-3-56

For release Tuesday, Dec. 4> 1956

(Professor Yang-- 1)
Paochien Yang, professor of education in the Taiwan Normal
University in Taipei , Formosa, is in Huntington for a three day tour

of Marshall College, starting today and lasting throughout Thursday.
Yang is a graduate student at the University of North Carolina
where he is studying and observing the theory and practices of co-curricular activities.

The purpose of his visit to Marshall is to help

him gain understanding and experience which will be helpful in setting

up an improved program of these activities for overseas Chinese students
(

at his own university and other institutions of higher education in
Formosa.
He is visiting colleges in the United States under the auspices

of the International Cooperation Administration and was sent here by
the United States Office of Education.

On Tuesday, Mr. Yang will visit the men’s physical education

program, the speech department, Reverend Lander Beal, and a short
visit with President Stewart H. Smith.

Tuesday night he will attend

the Community Forum, courtesy of Marshall College.
Wednesday, Mr. lang will visit the women’s physical education

program, and also Dean Willey, Dean Buskirk, various students and some

of Marshall’s foreign students.

At 6:30 Wednesday evening he will

attend the Student Council Meeting.
(more)

if

-*1 *

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- 12-3-56
(Professor Yang-- 2)

The Marshall Laboratory School, Mr. Curtis Baxter, and Mr*

James H. Herring, of the Marshall Information Service, will be visited
by Mr. Yang on Thursday.

Dr. Russell B. Smith, professor of education, will be Mr. Yang’s
guide and counsellor while he is in Huntington.

Mr. Yang, who arrived

in Huntington at 6:3^ last night is staying at the Hotel Prichard.
also attended the Marshall College artists series last night.

He.x-'M

(1^

-30u-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—12-3-56
For immediate release

■■

(Madeleine Feil)
Dr, Madeleine Feil, associate professor of psychology at
Marshall College, will speak at the luncheon meeting of the Huntington

*

Life Underwriters’ Association, December 13, in the Crystal Room of

the Frederick Hotel.
What Makes A Salesmah Tick", will be the subject of Dr . Feil’s

talk.

K'

-30-
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Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo—1.956

The dynamic impact of story-telling through dancing and music
was keenly felt by theater-going Huntingtonians when Igor Yousekevitch
and Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo appeared on the Marshall College Artists
Series at the Keith-Albee Theater last night.
Mr. Yousekevitch, considered the world’s leading male classical
dancer, shared honors with another great dancer in a remarkable disdis
play of ballet perfection.» He and Miss Alicia Alonso, Cuban prima
ballerina, received repeated curtain calls for their interpretations
in "Giselle.”
Ballet of the Monte Carlo variety told a story that came to life
for everyone in the audience.

\
■

So clearly did the story unfold; so deeply did one sense the
emotional impact of every action and instrumental interpretation that
words would have been more than superfluous. For a word to pass from
a single lip would have been like one telling himself a story.

Outstanding for its dramatic effect, as well as beauty, was the
.
. .
dance of the Wilis in "Giselle.” Wilis,
according
to -legend, are en_
gaged maidens who have died before their wedding day, and have an un
satisfied passion to dance. 'The dance combined feraine beauty with the
cold, ghostlike effect of a cypress forest in twilight.

Kiss Alonso and Mr. Yousekevitch gave a superb portrayal of two
lovers separated by the barrier between life and death.
The touring company of 75 artists and musicians presented a
program in three parts. After "Giselle” came "Grand Pas de Deux"
from "Don Quixote.” Kiss Nina Novak and Alan Howard performed well
in this delightful light number.

The impressive finale was "Sombreros,” a gay flirtation set in
a Mexican village. This feature was Latin American color at its best.
The costumes were as Mexican as the ballet name itself implies.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo is liberally flavored with femin^*^beauty and masculine handsomeness. The over-all effect of gay, active
youth was refreshing.

0

fl

- -a-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, HUNTINGTON, W. VA

12-3-56

To The Parthenon

c

WITH PHOTO OF FOUR PERSONS AND OUTLINES

(bcholarsh ips-- 1)
A scholarship fund to aid certain Marshall College students

majoring in mathematics, chemistry, physics or engineering and students
planning to teach these technical subjects in high school or college

has been established by the Huntington Works of the International Nickel
Company, Inc.

Marshall President Stewart H. Smith said Monday that E. M. Kline,
general manager of the company’s Huntington works, has given the college
a check for $1000 for use during the current college term.
Applications for scholarships of $100 to $250 each semester will
be accepted immediately by Marshall College Registrar Luther E. Bledsoe*

The company has appropriated another two thousand dollars for
the 1957-5& academic year
The scholarships, to be administered by Marshall College, will-

be known as the Huntington Wroks of the International Nickel Company

Science and Engineering Scholarships.

Recipients will be selected by

the student aid fund executive committee of Marshall College.
Students receiving the scholarships should be legal residents

of Cabell, Lincoln, Mason, Putnam or Wayne counties in West Virginia.
No applicant who is otherwise acceptable, however, will be denied a
scholarship on the basis of legal residence if he or she is an employee

or a dependent of an employee of the Huntington Works.
The company intends to continue the scholarships from year to
year.

A recipient will be in line for renewal of a scholarship each
(more)

■

I

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—12-3-56
(Scholarships--2)

Year until completion of a Marshall College undergraduate program,

provided he or she adheres to the required standard.
In order to receive and keep one of the scholarships, a student

must demonstrate good scholarship and good moral character.

He or she

must have need for financial assistance in pursuing a college program.
Money contributed by the Huntington Works of the International

22

J

Nickel Company, Inc., will be included in the college scholarship fund.

Dr. Smith said Marshall College will keep the company manage

ment informed on the disposition made of the money and on the progress

of scholarship recipients in every phase of college life.
The Marshall president said that when applications for scholar
ships are studied, equal consideration will be given to students majoring
in mathematics, chemistry, physics or engineering and to students studying

to become high school or college teachers of mathematics, chemistry or
physics.
Objectives of the scholarships established by International

Nickel’s Huntington division are to help alleviate the serious shortage

of trained technical personnel in this area, including teachers needed
to teach technical subjects properly in high schools and college

help Marshall in its efforts to build up its science and engineering
w

d e p art m entsy'-an'i^feo^ r.e,atja.
1836

Applications for the scholarships should be sent to Luther E.
Sledsoe, Director of Admissions and Registrar, Marshall College, Hunting

ton, W. Va.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 12-4-56
To the Huntington Advertiser

For Release December S

(Wensley attends meeting)

Maj. Robert K. Wensley, assistant professor of military science
and tactics, at Marshall College will attend the annual Second Army

ROTC Conference at Ft. George Meade, Maryland, December 10-12.
Maj. Wensley is attending the conference in the absence of

Col. T. E. Carter, commanding officer of the Marshall ROTC.

The conference is an annual affair that is attended by the
commanding officers of the sixty ROTC posts in the Second Army district
to discuss new curriculums and work out problems that occurred during

the past year.

-30*
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-4-%
To the Huntington Advertiser

For Release December 3

(Hearst rifle match)

The Marshall College ROTC rifle team will conduct the William
Randolph Hearst Rifle match December 11-13.

>■

5

/*

Ten members of the 26 try-outs for the team will compete for-—
high team scores under the supervision of Col. T. E. Carter.

The targets used in the match will be sent to the Second Army
headquarters and will compete with those of other ROTC posts throughout the nation.

The top scoring team of the Army, Navy and Air Force ROTC posts \
will compete against each other nationally for the William Randolph

Hearst National Defense Trophy.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-4-56
lo the Huntington Advertiser

For Immediate Release

By Laverne Logan
Marshall Student Journalist
(ODK Minstrel Show)—1)

The third annual minstrel show of Omicron Delta Kappa, men’s
leadership fraternity at Marshall College, will be presented in

Old Main Auditorium on the Marshall campus Thursday and Friday at

6.6 )

8:15 p.m*
The show, co-sponsored by ODK and the Men’s Concert Choir,

■■

will consist of skits entitled "Class Room Capers", "Sorority Study
Session", "Democracy In Action", or "A Meeting of The Student Activi

ty Board" and "That Infernal Initiation"♦
These skits hur-crously satirize classroom teaching, student

study habits, college initiations, and a college committee meeting.
Under the direction of Walter C. Felty, assistant professor

of social studies and faculty advisor to ODK, and Wayne Hugoboom,

associate professor of music, the show is presented as the old time
minstrel shows were.

Characters include Mr. Interlocutor, Paul Wright, and the end

men, Danny Goulding, John Corns, George Smith, Jamie Johnston, James
Davis, John Mayberry, Walter Felty, and Larry Hite.

The Expressers ^uartete composed of Tom Tweel, Chauncey Starkey,
Jack Waugh and Johnny Casto will present several numbers.
Members of the Dixieland Band are:

Bill Ed Clark, Ned R. De

Journett, David Sheets, Jack Flower, Jack P. Waugh, Robert Leighty,
Maurice Kyer and Randoll Sharp.
(more)

,\

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington,

Va.—12-4-56

(ODK i-iinstrel Show-- 2)

There will also be a special guest who is star of radio,

television and movies, whose identity will not be revealed until
the night of the show.
Profits from this show are divided between the two sponsors:

Omicron Delta Kappa uses its share to provide scholarships for high

school male ggraduates who have shown leadership ability and need

The Concert Cholr<£)

extra financial assistance to attend Marshall.
utilizes its share of the funds as a part of its travel budget, to

permit out-of-town trips by the Choir.

Tickets may be purchased from any member of ODK or the Choir,
or at the door.

The tickets for students as well as adults will be

fifty cents.

-30-
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Herring---- 1 -l-l-l-l-

Declaring that United States relations with nations of

the Atlantic community are worse than at any time in half a
century, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr©, told the Marshall College
Community Forum last night that Secretary of State Dulles should

be replaced as the first step toward repairing relations©
The noted historian, author and lecturer said the word

of Dulles "is simply not believed" by NATO countries*
1

"Sending Dulles to Europe to repair relations," he

asserted, "would be like sending'Typhoid Mary1 into a community

r

k

\‘

to prevent a typhoid epidemic* n
Dr© Schlesinger said

A

"replacement of the secretary of

state is almost essential to the reconstruction of United States

foreign policyo"
Such a reconstruction, in the speaker’s view, must come

about before this country can resume her role as leader in
world affairs©

"There

is no place today where American decisions would not
' -

i

need leadership©

be looked upon with distrust
full-time leadership©

A

We need

We cell ourselves a great nationo

is a chance to see whether we are©

Here

If we fail to meet this

challenge, it is our own fault*"
Dr© Schlesinger called for an end of "a poiicy of

drift---- that is, that if you don’t look at things long enough
they will go away0"

(more)
■

■
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Herring-2-2-2-2-

The Community Forum speaker said strengthening the United
Nations is important but emphasized that "the UN cannot be a

substitute for a national policy on the part of the United
States*"

"As someone has said," Dr* Schlesinger continued, "Dag

Hammersjold has become the acting American secretary of state
Hxghhf Nationally recognized as a vigorous social thinker >
Dr

■

j

Schlesinger in 1946 became the youngest historian ever

to win the Putlitzer Prize*

He to received the

award for his book "The Age of Jackson 0
A member of Adlai Stevenson’s campaign staff

’s
he recalled Stevenson’s

in the 1952 presidential

suggestion in 1955 that a UN army be established in the Middle

East to keep the peace*

As he sees it* the Middle East crisis

might have been averted had a UN army been formed at the time
the former presential candidates* suggested it*
Dr* Schlesinger said repeated mistakes in American

foreign policy under the Eisenhower administration have

bxsMghhxoa caused the outbreak of war in the Middle East;
/‘if

have turned Nasser’s military defeat into a political victory

>3
■

by forcing British-French withdrawal teaiarsz without the
Egyptian dictator’s making any commitment about the future of
5

the Suez;; ' and have given Russia a foothold in the Middle East

I

despite the dogged efforts of other Atlantic community nations
to prevent Soviet inroads*

The speaker’s subject was "Our Foreign Policy Today*"

spoke at Old Main auditorium on the Marshall College campus*
__ - -r-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va>-—12-13-56
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For Immediate Release

(Marshall-Western Michigan basketball game-- 1)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (Special)-- Marshall College—making
itTs first defense of the Mid-American Conference basketball champion
ship---- tangles with the Broncos of Western Michigan Saturday night
at Memorial Field House,

Making their final home stand until Dec<<> 29,

the Big Green will be facing one of the three teams that managed to
best them last year*

be no push over*

The Broncos have already proved that they will

They have beaten Toledo of the MAC, Great Lakes 9

and North Dakota State.

Northwestern of the Big Ten Conference is

the only team to beat the Broncos thus far.

Marshall coach—Jule

Rivlin—has made no changes in the starting line up.

Cebe Price,

Paul Underwood, Dave Kirk, Hal Greer and Leo Byrd will get the nod
again.

Marshall, having lost only to powerful Morehead, had defeated

Spring Hill and Saint Francis of Pennsylvania in flying style*

game will get under way at 8:15
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
December 13, 1956
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FROM; Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

After encountering three non-conference foes in the short span of five days, Marshall’s

Big Green opens defense of their Mid-American Conference title against Western Michigan Sat
urday night in their fourth straight. home. game at the Field House beginning at 8? 15 P*MO

The contest .will serve as .the.Green’s last home appearance until December 29, when
• I
- Marshall engages. Arizona State..of.Tempe*

Next Friday, the Big Green participates in the

four-team Watauga Tournament at .Johnson City, Tenn*, meeting Austin Peay in the first game
i

.while .Ohio University battles East Tennessee State in the nightcap*
. ..

The. local five’s last two games were regarded as a couple of the toughest on the

shall.schedule*

. .opponents*

In both instances, the shorter Green fared against taller9 good shooting

Marshall fell before Morehead in a.thriller Monday, 81-79, but showed they have

what it takes to bounce back by sweeping past.highly.regarded St* Francis of Pa*, 101-89 In
their top effort of the young season*

On.the.strength.of Wednesday’s.night’s performance that witnessed the Marshall quintet
reaching their highest ..point r product ion, Coach Jule Rivlin was well satisfied with his start-

ing five*
"The boys.worked.beautifully.against St* Francis," Rivlin remarked*' "As long as they

perform, like..that, . I .won’t, make any changes," he addedo
That means.that the.starting,crew,of.Co^Captain Cebe .Price and Leo Byrd at forwards,
. Hal^Greer at center, and . Co=?Captain Paul Underwood and Dave Kirk at guards, will open against

Western Michigan <?
The Broncos in their .last routing Wednesday, clipped Toledo 0 81-75 for their opening
conference win*. Western Michigan inflicted one of two Marshall conference losses last

season, .trimming the .Green9 .8070 .at.Kalamazooe.. The Big Green beat them in a return engagement
at Huntington9 85-72*

Western Michigan will enter the Marshall fray with a 3-1 record 0

/

Their only loss was

in their season’s opener.to NorthwesternAlong.with Toledo, they’ve beaten Great Lakes 0
.and.North Dakota State0

-30'
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-12^56
To Miss Ruth Napier, Society Editor, Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va

For Immediate Release

(Joseph M. Lichtenstein)
Joseph M. Lichtenstein, assistant professor of psychology
at Marshall College, and family plan a holiday trip to Florida.

They will visit Professor Lichtenstein’s mother in Orlando

and hrs. Lichtenstein’s parents in Ft. Lauderdale.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-12-12-56

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(pledge class officers)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Ten Charleston area
women have been elected officers of social sororities pledge
classes at Marshall College.

I
:!!

The women and the office they were elected to are:
Alpha Chi Omega:

Xi Delta:

Nancy Sigman, secretary, Charleston; Alpha

Katherine Pierce, secretary, Charleston; Pi Kappa

Sigma: Jane Gessell, secretary, St. Albans; Kitty Casto,

sergeant-at-arms, Charleston.
Alpha Sigma Tau:

Patsy Hill, president, Nitro; Evon

Michel, secretary, Charleston; Sigma Sigma Sigma:’Marietta

Meadows, treasurer, St. Albans; Alpha Sigma Alpha:

Nancy

Haines, president, South Charleston; Lou Ann Zickafoose,

i
■

treasurer, Charleston and Nancy Sparkes, chaplain, Charleston.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-12-56
To the Bluefield Daily Telegraph, Bluefield, W. Va9
For Immediate Release

(pledge class elects)

HUNTINGTON, W. VAo-- (Special)-- Miss Barbara Weeks of
Bluefield has been elected chaplain of the Alpha Xi Delta social

f-:i
■■■

sorority pledge class at Marshall College.

Miss Weeks is the daughter of Mr

1209 Groreland Street, Bluefield.

and Mrs. Charles R. Hughes,

She is a graduate of Beaver* high

r
■

■

school and is a freshman at Marshall.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-12-12-56
To the Herald-Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

For Release Sunday, December 16

(Interviews for teachers)

Interviews will be conducted for teaching positions in
New Richmond, Ohio schools, December 17, at Marshall College.
Brooks A. Parsons, superintendent of New Richmond schools,

will conduct the interviews.

Appointments for interviews may be made through the Teachers
College office.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-12-56

To the Hamlin Democrat, Hamlin, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Pledge elect)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(Special)—Miss Jill Pauley of
Hamlin has been elected chaplain of the Delta Zeta social sorority

pledge class at Marshall College.
Miss Pauley is the daughter of Mr. R. V. Pauley, 340 Mansion

Street, Hamlin.

She is a graduate of Guyan Valley High School and

is a freshman at Marshall.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va. —12-12-56
To the Logan Banner, Logan, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(pledge class elects)
HUNTINGTON, W. V A. — (Special)—Miss Jo Ann Whitt, of

Logan has been elected vice president, of the Alpha Sigma Tau social
sorority pledge class at Marshall College.

Miss Whitt is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Whitt

of Logan.

She is a graduate of Logan High School and is a freshman

at Marshall.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-12-56
To the Nicholas County News Leader, Richwood, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(pledge elect)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Miss Paula Frame of Birch
River has been elected social chairman of Alpha Xi Delta social

sorority at Marshall College.
Miss Frame is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Frame of

Birch River.

She is a graduate of Nicholas County High School and

is a freshman at Marshall.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 12-12-56
To the Williamson Daily News, Williamson, W. Va

For Immediate Release

(pledges elect)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Miss Jane Craig, Marshall

College freshman, has been elected as treasurer of Pi Kappa Sigma
social sorority pledge class.

hiss Craig is the daghter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Craig of

Box 785, Williamson.
■
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—-12-12-56

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(honoraries pledge)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—-(Special)---Four Charleston area men

have been pledged to military honoraries at Marshall College.
Pledged by Scabbard and Blade were:
James Smith, senior, son of Mr. and Mrs. James F. Smith,

2009 Preston Street, Charleston.

Smith is a member of Tau Kappa

Epsilon social fraternity, Varsity "M" and the Robe.

Howard Hutchinson, junior, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
)

Hutchinson, 2419 Kanawha Terrace, St. Albans.

Hutchinson is a

member of Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity and Pershing Rifles.

Ted Wolfe, senior, son of Mrs. T. R. Wolfe, Cabin Creek.

Pershing Rifles pledged Bruce Youngblood, freshman, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul F. Youngblood, 5142 Sun Valley Drive, Charleston.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.

To the Industrial News, Iaeger, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

fe>

(Alpha Sigma Tau)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Sue Adkins of Welch has

been elected chaplain of the alpha Sigma Tau social sorority pledge

class at Marshall College.
Miss Adkins is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Adkins
of Welch.

She is a graduate of Welch High School and is a sophomore

at Marshall.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 12-12-56

To The Fayette Tribune, Oak Hill, West Virginia

For Immediate Release

(Lou Johnson)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—-(Special)---Miss Lou Johnson of
Charlton Heights has been elected president of Delta Zeta social
sorority at Marshall College.

Miss Johnson is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James F

>■

■

Johnson of Charlton Heights.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-12-56
To the Weirton Times, Weirton, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(pledge class elects)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—-(Special)-- Miss Helen Banda, Marshall

College freshman, has been elected president of the Alpha Xi Delta
■I

social sorority pledge class.
Miss Banda is the daughter of Mrs. Mildred Banda, 230 Lee

Avenue, Weirton.

She is a graduate of Weirton high school.
-30$
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE , Huntington, W. Va.-- 12-12-56

To the Parkersburg News, Parkersburg, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Judy Roberts)

HUNTINGTON, w. VAo-- (Special)-- Judy Roberts, Marshall
College freshman has been elected vice president of Pi Kappa

Sigma

social sorority pledge class.

Miss Roberts is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert C.
Roberts, 527 - 13i St.

She is a graduate of Parkersburg high school.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-12-56
To the Clay County Free Press, Clay, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(pledge class elects)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA

(Special)-—Miss Ruth Ann Lykins of

Dille has been elected secretary of Delta Zeta social sorority

pledge class at Marshall College.
Miss Lykins is the daughter of Mrs. Gladys Lykins of Dille.
She is a graduate of Widen High School and is a freshman at Marshall.

-30*
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MARSHALL

college information service,

Huntington, W. Va.-- 12-12-56

To the Logan News, Logan, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(pledge elect)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.(Special)—Miss Toni Hart, Marshall
College freshman, has been elected treasurer of the Alpha Chi

Omega social sorority pledge class.
hiss Hart is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hart,

Box 103, Logan.

She is a graduate of St. Aloysuis Academy, New

Lexington, Ohio.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORM AT ION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va. -—12-12-56
To the State Sentinel, Fayetteville, W. Va.

For Irnmedic^te Release

(pledge elect)
HUNTINGTON, L:. VA. — (Special)—Miss Alicia Elkins of

kt# Hope has been elected Panhellenic representative of the Sigma
Sigma Sigma social sorority at Marshall College.

Miss Elkins is the daughter of Mrs. Beulah Elkins, 706
Broad Street, Mt. Hope.

She is a graduate of Mt. Hope high school

and is a freshman at Marshall

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

December 11, 1956

Marshall’s Big Green take on their third opponent in five days tomorrow night at the
Field House when they encounter St. Francis College of Loretto, Pa. at 8?15 p.m. in what looms

as another hectic struggle for the local five.
The Huntington spectators are still buzzing over the thrilling 81-79 loss inflicted

upon Marshall by Morehead Monday night which was highlighted by a great comeback try by the
Green in the final two minutes of play.

Although handicapped by a distinct height di sad-

vantage, Coach Jule Kivlin’s squad displayed a never say die spirit that almost caught the

Eagles at the end.
In meeting St. Francis tomorrow night, the Big Green will be facing a visiting crew
is reportedly ’’loaded.”

night, 73-61.

Coach W

at

They dropped their first loss in three outings against Duquesne last
To ’’Skip” Hughes goes on record as labeling his Frankies as strong

as his National Invitational Tournament squads of 1953-’54 and 1954-’55 that was spearheaded
jy All-American Maurice Stokes.

In fact, Hughes goes out on a limb by forcasting that his

current crew will parallel or even surpass the performances of his Stokes-led squads.

This season Hughes feels that he has a full fledged All-American candidate in Captain
Frank Puschauver.

The 6’2’" forward depends a great deal on a one-hander, and is especially

noted from his driving lay -ups.

He paced the Frankies in scoring last year with 438 points

for an average of 18.2 per game.

The rugged senior was named to the All-Pittsburgh district

first team last year.

The big man the Frankies possess in 6’6 98 Jim McClellan, a center who accounted for
25% of his team’s rebounds last year.

McClellan was the second ranked scorer behind

pauschaver with 347 tallies.
Jack O’Malley, a 6’2” guard is the playmaker the Big Green will have to press tomorrow

evening

Only a sophomore, he is the steadying factor for the Frankies in the back court.

Rivlin was quite content with the five that started the Morehead contest and will employ

the same combination against St

Francis.

This will find Co-Captain Cebe Price and Leo Byrd

at forwards. Hal Greer at center, and Co-Captains Paul Underwood and Dave Kirk at guards.
In a preliminary game at 6s15, the Marshall frosh will meet Owens-Illinois.
-30=
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.- —12-7-56
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Presidents Christmas Party)

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College, and
Mrs. Smith have completed plans for their annual Christmas party

I

for members of the faculty and staff.
The party will be held in the Student Union, Tuesday, Dec. 11,
•-'I

from 3:30 to 5 P.M.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va*

12-7-56

To the Herald-Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.
For Release Sunday, December 9

(Marshall Advance Registration——1)
/

Advanced registration fox* the second semester of the 1956-57

term at Marshall College will begin Jan* 7, it was announced Saturday
by Luther E

i

I

Bledsoe 9 Marshall registrar and director of admissions*

Mr* Bledsoe said each student must pay registration fees
before registering*

I

These include tuition and laboratory and activity

fees®

Mr* Bledsoe said fee payments will be required in advance to
avoid the confusion that frequently results from students’ registering

for classes which they will not actually attend*

With the class rolls

crowded by many students who will drop, students who need and would
attend these classes are placed in a difficult situation 9 said the

registrar o
Each student planning to sign up for second semester courses

during advance registration may pick up a class schedule in Room 105
Old Main Jan. 7®

after completing the trial schedule and having it

approved by the proper academic adviser, the student may go to the

7

treasurer’s office to pay fees.
‘When the registering student presents his treasurer’s receipt
at the registrar’s office, he may then complete his registration for

I

the second semester.

r

(more)

1
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, Wo Va. -12-7-56
(Marshall Advance Registration-—2)

Graduate students, seniors, and juniors may secure registra

tion material January 3-5 and register January 7-9.

Registration for sophomores will be January 10-14, and

material may be secured after 1 p.m. January 9.
Freshmen will obtain registration material after 1 p.m

January 14 and will pre-register January 15-1S.
Regular registration for full-time, part-time and transfer
students will begin Jan. 30.

Students will be admitted to regular

registration by time cards.

-30-
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December 7, 1956

A Guest Editorial By Dr. Stewart H. Smith, President of Marshall College

Zj?)

College Teachers Shortage Serious

A report by the United States Office of Education about the

serious teacher shortage in public elementary and secondary schools
is further evidence of a personnel problem facing education generally

in this country.

The shortage of persons to teach in practically all

fields in colleges and universities becomes greater each year.
has become a real threat to higher education.

It

It vitally affects the

industries, businesses and professions inhich depend upon the colleges
and universities for trained personnel.

When college teachers aren’t available, it means that young
people fail to get the education they need to become teachers or to
staff other professions, businesses or industries.

The result can

be cause for grave national concern.
Take, for example, an Atomic Energy Commission report that
Russia has about 21 per cent more engineers and scientists than the

United States and that the Soviet graduation rate of persons in these
fields is twice as fast.

Our first point of attack in overcoming a

problem of this kind must be the dwindling supply of qualified
teachers in almost every field.

Nearly half of the colleges and universities of the country

have vacancies that are unfilled because no qualified candidates
are available.

(more)

(Smith Guest Editorial-- 3)

Take Marshall College, which is hard pressed when it comes to
securing and keeping qualified teachers.

Marshall is in a poor

bargaining position when comparable institutions in neighboring states,

such as Ohio, pay much higher salaries for the same jobs.

}

Other major occupational groups in the United States increased-^"
their purchasing power from 21 to 90 per cent betxveen 1929 and 1953*

College professors, however, actually lost 10 per cent of their buying
power.

Is it any wonder that persons best qualified for professorships

are going elsewhere?

The encouragement and recruitment of high school students to go
to college will have little value unless there are enough teachers

properly equipped to motivate and teach them after they enter college.
If the colleges and universities are to attract and hold the
more able people as teachers, the profession of college teaching must
be recognized and rewarded equally with other professions and industries.

The solution to the growing college teacher problem must begin
with better salaries, more fringe benefits and better teaching conditions.

There is a serious need for West Virginia to take action in

each of these directions.
-30-
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(Smith Guest Editorial-- 2)
There are 190,000 persons teaching in colleges and universities

of this country today.

Next year 25,000 more will be needed.

Because

i*

I

of enrollment increases, 250,000 college teachers will be required by
I960 and 495,000 by 1970.

But while college enrollment is increasing,

\

qualified teachers are decreasing in number.

About 40 per cent of college and university teachers now have'
the Ph« D. degree.

This degree is not necessarily the hallmark of

good teaching, but it does represent a certain measure of achieved
scholarship.

By 1970, probably less than 20 per cent of the nation’s

college professors will have doctorates

The trend can eventually

mean a drastic lowering of standards.
More and more young people with doctor’s degrees are going

into industry rather than teaching

The competition with industry to

secure these people is largely a matter of money

With beginning college salaries nationally ranging from about

<3,000 for instructors to £5,500 for full professors, a starting salary
of £7,200 annually in an industrial chemical job, for example, makes

the choice easy for most doctoral graduates.
Today the typical college graduate who enters a large corporation
will probably double his initial salary in 5 to 8 years.

If he enters

college teaching, he may do so in 20 to 25 years, and then only if he
toils summer after summer to continue his graduate work.

Young men and women who do go into college and university teach

ing have plenty of opportunites to receive more than West Virginia

institutions can pay.

(more)
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Marshall College Information Service
December
FROM: Lou Sahadi
----- 6,, 1956 ~ „
Sports Publicity Director
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

An air of gloom descended upon the Marshall campus this morning when
Coach Jule Rivlin was called away from his coaching duties just 48 hours
before his quintet’s opener with Spring Hill College upon the death of his

mother in Wheeling, W. Va.
It could not be ascertained whether the grief stricken Rivlin will
return at the helm of his defending Mid-American Conference champions Satur
day night.

Funeral plans for Rivlin’s mother, who died 1:30 a.m. Thursday

morning as a result of a heart attack, are indefinite.

It will not bef\^/-.

learned until tonight whether Rivlin will return in time for the Big Green’s

opener.

Rivlin, who returned to Huntington last night after visiting his bedstricken mother for a day, appeared pretty well satisfied with the combina-

tion that started against the frosh Tuesday night.

The starting five of

Co-Captain Cebe Price and Leo Byrd at forwards, Co-Captain Paul Underwood

and Dave Kirk at guards, and Hal Greer at center, will more than likely
be called upon to open against Spring Hill.

All are returning veterans of last’s year’s championship club with

the exception of Byrd.
in Marshall history.

The 6’|n forward is the most talked about sophomore
Byrd takes over at Greer1s vacated left forward post, •

while Greer moves over to center to assume the rebounding duties of the

graduated Charlie Slack.
Saturday’s encounter will be the second straight year that Spring

Hill has opened the Marshall basketball card.

Last season the Green in

flicted an 83-69 defeat on the Badgers from Mobile, Alabama.
Spring Hill will arrive in Huntington with three games already under
their belt.

They swept past Christian Brothers College, and Southwestern

Louisiana Institute, before meeting Xavier of Cincinnati tonight. (Thurs.).
The Badgers are led by junior Ed Tibbetts who topped the visitors in

scoring last year with a 14.4 mark.

He was wecond in the rebounding de-

partment, and was voted the Senior Bowl’s most valuable player.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-—12-6*56
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Huntington students)

Four Huntington students were recently pledged to The Press
Club, men’s journalism honorary, at Marshall College.

They are:

Richard Moore, a senior in Arts and Science College,

who lives at 1622^ 12th. Ave.

Moore is the son of Mr. William T.

Moore; Sam Stanley, a sophomore in Arts and Sciences College, who is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Stanley of 637 5th Street; Walt

r’1

Leonhart, a sophomore in Arts and Science College, who is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Leonhart; and Bob Rogers, also a sophomore in Arts
and Science, who is the son of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Rogers of 152 $o.

Walnut Street.
-30-
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yARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—-12-6-56

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(sorority open house)
Psi Chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority, 1640 5th Avenue,
will hold open house Sunday, De. 9, from 3 to 5 P*M. in honor of

the faculty advisor, Miss Adrienne Arnett, and their housemother

Miss Cleo Cash.
In the receiving line will be Mary Adkins, Charleston senior.
and president of the sorority, Miss Arnett, and Miss Cash.

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va. —12-6i$6

To the Kanawha Valley Leader, Nitro, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Patsy Hill)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (Special)—Patsy Hill of Nitro, has been
pledged to Alpha Sigma Tau, social sorority at Marshall College.

Miss Hill is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. Keith Hill of
£07 Kanawha Street, Nitro.

She attended Nitro High School.

•;

I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-6-56

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(sororities pledge)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Five Kanawha county women

have been pledged to Marshall College social sororities.

The women and the sorority pledging them are:

Delta Zeta:

Nancy Pat Maloney, freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pate E. Maloney,

of Cedar Grove; Lenore Connell, freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
G. M. Connell of Cedar Grove; Lilly Nehman, freshman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Nassif Nehman of Eskdale.

Pi Kappa Sigma:

Jane Gessel, freshman, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Oliver Gessel, 707 Sixth Avenue, St. Albans; Rlpha Sigma Tau;

Patsy Hill, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. Keith Hill, 807 Kanawha Street,

Nitro.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 12-6-56
To the Nicholas County News Leader, Richwood, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(sororities pledge)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—-(Special)—Two Nicholas county women

have been pledged to social sororities at Marshall College.
The women and the sorority pledging them are:

Alpha Xi Delta,

Paula Frame, freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Frame of Birch

River; Sigma Sigma Sigma:

Mr

i

Carol Sue Cox, sophomore, daughter of

and Mrs. Roger Cox of Mt. Nebo.

30•.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-—12-6-56
To the Williamson Daily News, Williamson, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(sororities pledge)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Three Williamson women have

been pledged to Marshall College social sororities.

The women and the sororities pledging them are:

Alpha Xi Delta:

Barbara Varney, sophomore, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Varney, Sr.,

Box 2333; Pi Kappa Sigma:

Marjorie Dempsey, freshman, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Dempsey Rt. 1, Box 98 Williamson; Sigma Sigma

Sigma:

Judith Napier, freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Jay

Napier, 302 W. 4th Avenue Williamson.
The women are graduates of Williamson High School.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-—12-6-56

To the Philippi Republican, Philippi, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(sorority pledge)

HUNTINGTON—(Special)—Sue Ratcliff, Marshall College
sophomore, has been pledged to Alpha Xi Delta social sorority.

Miss Ratcliff is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy R. Ratcliff,
Box 116, Philippi.

She is a member of Delta Omicron, music honorary.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-6-56

To the West Virginia News, Roncevert., W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Gilreath)

HUNTINGTON-- (Special)-—James Gilreath, of Ronceverte, recently
was pledged to The Press Club, men’s journalism honorary, at Marshall

College.
Gilreath, a sophomore in Arts and Science College, is also a

member of Cavaliers, men’s independent organization.

He is the son

of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Gilreath of Edgar Avenue, Ronceferte.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-6-56

To the Bluefield Daily Telegraph, Bluefield, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(sororit ies pledge)

HUNTINGTON---- (Special)----- Barbara Weeks, of 1209 Groveland St.,
Bluefield, has been pledged to Alpha Xi Delta, social sorority at
Marshall College.

Miss Weeks is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Hughes.
She is a graduate of Beaver High School and is a freshman at Marshall.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.— -12-6-56

To the St. Marys Oracle, St. Marys, V/. Va.

For Immediate Release

(sorority pledge)
HUNTINGTON-- (Special)-- Linda Pickens, Marshall College
freshman, has been pledged to Alpha Xi Delta, social sorority.

Miss Pickens is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Claire Pickens,

805 Sycamore Street, St. Marys.

She attended St. Marys high school.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-6-56

To the Wheeling Intelligencer, Wheeling, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(sorority pledge)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Mary Roberta Frame, Marshall
College freshman, has been pledged to Pi Kappa Sigma social sorority.

Miss Frame is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Frame, 135
W. 21st St., Wheeling.

She is a graduate of Warwood High School.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-6-56
To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W.«Va.
For Immediate Release

(Maroney)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Mike Maroney, of Cedar Grove,
was recently pledged to The Press Club, men’s journalism honorary,
at Marshall College.

Maroney, who is a sophomore in Arts and Science College, is

the son of Mrs. Mary Maroney of Cedar Grove.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.

-30-

He is also a member of
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To the Hamlin Democrat, Hamlin, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Miller)

HUNTINGTON---(Special)—Tom Miller of Griff ithsville was
recently pledged to The Press Club, men*s journalism honorary, at

Marshall College.

I

Miller, who is a sophomore in Art.> and Science College, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Miller of Box 102, Griffithsville.

1-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-0-56
To the State Sentinel, Fayetteville, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(sorority pledge)
HUNTINGTON, V/. VA. — (Special)—Alicia Elkins, Marshall
College freshman, has been pledged to Sigma Sigma Sigma social
'k-

sorority.

She is the daughter of Mrs. Beulah Elkins, 706 Broad Street,
Mt. Hope.

Miss Elkins is a graduate of Mt. Hope High School.

30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—12-6-56

To the Weirton Times, Weirton, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(sorority pledge)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Helen Banda, Marshall College

freshman, has been pledged to Alpha Xi Delta social sorority.
Miss Banda is the daughter of Mrs. Mildred Banda, 230 Lee Avenue,

Weirton.

She is a graduate of Weirton high school.

-30-
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To the Clay County Free Press, Clay, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

<■
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*

(sorority pledge)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-“-"Ruth Lykins, Marshall College
freshman, has been pledged to Delta Zeta social sorority.

Miss Lykins is the daughter of Mrs. Gladys Lykins, Dille.

She is a graduate of Widen high school.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-—12-6-56
To the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Marples wins oratory)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Nancy Marples, Marshall

College junior, won second place in a oratory contest in a debate
tournament sponsored by Morris Harvey College.

The South Charleston junior’s topic was "Mental Health,"
which won her second place behind a Dennison University speaker.

Miss Marples is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alan Marples,
308 Shephard Avenue.

At Marshall she is a member of the Future

Teachers of America, Student Christian Association, and Kappa Pi,

art honorary.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, V/. Va.—-12-5-56
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Campus Choir sings on national show

-1)

Marshall College Symphonic Choir will sing six Christmas

songs over a nationwide radio hook-up on the Mutual Broadcasting

System’s afternoon'variety show, "Lots of Music," December 13, from

3:30-4:00 P.M.
One of twenty universities in the country that will participate

in the show to be broadcast over 500-odd stations for a period of
several days, Symphonic will sing "The Wassail Song, " by Vaughan
(

Williams; "How Far Is It To Bethlehem," by Shaw; "Es hat sich i.Huet’eroeffnet" or "Heavenly Doors Open Today," an Austrian Christmas
folk carol; "Jingle Bells,
Christiansen.

arranged by Ray Charles; "Vigil," by

n Vigil" will be used as background theme at the beginning •

and end of the show.

Directed by R. Wayne Hugoboom, associate professor of music,

this group recorded the songs Monday and Tuesday of this week.

y

Radio

station WHTN will carry the program to the Huntington area.
-30-
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To the Herald-Advertiser
For Release, Sunday Dec. 9

By Bob Cole
Marshall Student Journalist
f

(Messiah-- 1)

Marshall College Choral Union and Symphonette, under sponsor-

ship of the music department, will present Handel’s "Messiah" at the
Huntington City Auditorium on Tuesday, December 11, at 8:15 p.m.

Alfred P. Lanegger, assistant professor of music, will conduct
the annual performance, while R. Wayne Hugoboom, associate professor

of music and director of Choral Union, will be at the piano.

Soloists

will include Bette D. Benjamin, Huntington graduate, soprano; Mary F.

Brumfield, Huntington senior, and Rosalie Hudson, Costa junior, con
traltos; John W. Creighton, assistant professor of music, tenor;

Leo V. Imperi, assistant professor of music, bass; Elmer R. White,

Flatwoods, Kentucky, senior, trumpet.
Season’s greetings will be given by President Stewart H. Smith,
followed by the overture by the orchestra.

The remainder of the

program will be as follows:

"Comfort Ye, My People," a recitative, and "Every Valley Shall
Be Exalted," an air, will be sung by Mr. Creighton; "And the Glory of

the Lord," Choral Union; "Thus Saith the Lord," (rec.), and "But Who
May Abide," (air), Mr. Imperi; "And He Shall Purify," Choral Union;
"Behold, A Virgin Shall Conceive," (rec.), and "0 Thou, That Telleth

Good Tidings," (air), Miss Brumfield; "For Unto Us A Child Is Born,"

Choral Union; pastoral symphony, Symphonette;
(more)
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(Messiah-- 2)

7'/).

’’There Were Shepherds,” ’’And LoJ.The Angels of the Lord, n rArid

the Angels Said Unto Them,” ”And Suddenly There Was With the Angel,”
(all recitatives), Mrs. Benjamin;
"Glory To God In the Highest,” Choral Union; ’’Rejoice Greatly,"

Mrs. Benjamin; "Then Shall the Eyes of the Blind,” (rec.), and ”He

Shall Feed His Flock,” (rec.), Miss Hudson; "Behold I Tell You A

Mystery,” (rec.), and ’’The Trumpet Shall Sound, (rec.), Mr. Imperi;
"He That Dwelleth In Heaven,” (rec.), and "Thou Shalt Break

Theip,” (air), Mr. Creighton; "Worthy Is the Lamb,” and ’’Blessing In

'A

Honor, Glory, and Power, Amen,” Choral Union.
”1 Know That My Redeemer Liveth,” Mrs. Benjamin; "Hallelujah

Chorus,” by Choral Union, will close out the program.

■

I
■

■

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
FROM: Lou Sahadi
December 5» 1956
Sports Publicity Director
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

A brisk 21-game freshmen basketball schedule. with negotiations underway
to add still another, has been approved by the Marshall athletic board for

Coach Mike Josephs 1956 ’57 yearlingSo
The 14 member frosh squad will open their season Saturday night against

Ashland Junior College in a preliminary contest before the varsity’s engage

ment with Spring Hill College o

All the frosh’s home games will begin at 6:15,

with the second half not getting started until 7*15 to give the last minute

arrivals a chance to see the yearlings in action

In his three years as pilot of the frosh 5 Josephs has recorded a winning

season each time*

His total mark is a shining 32-5

His current group is

highly regarded, possessing both speed and heighto
Listed on the roster are:

6’9” Herb Jacobsen, 6’6” Ben Telford, 6’5”

Valmore Samuel, 6’5” Charles Adkins, 6’4” Harm Conner, 6’3” John Milhoan,
Ken Thompson, 6’2” Dave Price, 6’1” Brooks Adkins, 6’ Dick Mattox, 5’9” Tim

Hollandsworth, 5’9” Ho

Ko

Smith o 5’8” Dave Christie, and 5’8” Lew Motto

Jacob-

sen, the tallest eager in Marshall history, will not be eligible until the

second semester,.

The schedule:
Vocational. home; 12

December 8 - Ashland Junior College, home; 10 - Mayo Sto
Owens-Illinois, home; 15

Pikeville, home; 29 - (tena-

tive, home)o
January 5 - Morris Harvey Jro Varsity s home; 9 - Ohio Uo

home; 11

Greenbrier Military School, away; 12 - Pikeville, away; 14 - Ashland Junior
College, away; 16 - Morehead, away; 19 - Cumberland Junior College s home; 21

Mayo Sto Vocational, away; 25 - W
Uo

Vao Techo Junior Varsity, away; 30 - Ohio

away
February 2 - Kentucky Christian, home; 4 - Kentucky Christian, away;

7 - Wo Vao Tech Junior Varsity, home; 9 - Morehead

home; 14 - Morris Harvey

Junior Varsity, away; 16 - Greenbrier Military School, home; 27-Intramural

Champions, homeo

-30~
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To The Parthenon
For Immediate Release

By Bob Cole

(Messiah—-1)

Choral Union and Symphonette, under sponsorship of the music

department, will present Handel’s "Messiah" at the Huntington City
Auditorium on Tuesday, December 11, at S:15 p.m.
('/ft J

Alfred P. Lanegger, assistant professor of music, will conduct
the annual performance, while R. Wayne Hugoboom, associate professor
■

of music and director of Choral Union, will be at the piano.

Soloists

I

will include Bette D. Benjamin, Huntington graduate, soprano; Mary F.

Brumfield, Huntington senior, and Rosalie Hudson, Costa junior, contraltos; John W. Creighton, assistant professor of music, tenor;
Leo V. Imperi, assistant professor of music, bass; Elmer R. White,

Flatwoods, Kentucky, senior, trumpet.
Season’s greetings will be given by President Stewart H. Smith,

followed by the overture by the orchestra.

The remainder of the

program will be as follows:
"Comfort Ye, My People, n a recitative, and ’’Every Valley Shall

Be Exalted,” an air, will be sung by Mr. Creighton;

"And the Glory

of the Lord," Choral Union; "Thus Saith the Lord," (rec.), and "But

Who May Abide," (air), Mr. Imperi; "And He Shall Purify," Choral
Union; "Behold, A Virgin! Shall Conceive," (rec.), and "0 Thou, That
Telleth Good Tidings,” (air), Miss Brumfield; "For. Unto Us A Child
Is Born,” Choral Union; pastoral symphony, Symphonette.

"There Were Shepherds," ’’And Lo!
(more)

The Angels of the Lord," ” And

\
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(Messiah-- 2)

the Angels Said Unto Them," "And Suddenly There Was With the Angel,"
(all recitatives), Mrs. Benjamin.

"Glory To God In the Highest," Choral Union; "Rejoice Greatly,"

Mrs. Benjamin; "Then Shall the Eyes of the Blind," (rec.), and "He
Shall Feed His Flock," (rec.), Miss Hudson; "Behold I Tell You A

Mystery," (rec.), and "The Trumpet Shall Sound, (rec.), by Mr. Imperi.
"He That Dwelleth In Heaven," (rec.), and "Thou Shalt Break

Them," (air), Mr. Creighton; "Worthy Is the Lamb," and "Blessing In
Honor, Glory, and Power, Amen," Choral Union.

"I Know That My Redeemer Liveth," Mr. Benjamin; "Hallelujah
Chorus," by Choral Union, will close out the program•

A free will offering will be taken to defray expenses.

-30-
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To the Charleston Daily Mail
For Release Friday, Dec. 14, 1956

(Dr. Foil speaker-- 1)
■I

MADISON-- (Special)-- Dr. Madeleine II. Foil, associate
professor of psychology at Marshall College, will be the speaker

I

at a Coal Mining Institute ladies1 night be nonet here Friday
(Dec. 14)o

The affair will take place at the West Virginia Club House,
beginning at 7:30 p. m.

Dr. Foil’s subject v/ill be "No Encore on Living*11

-30-
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To the Parkersburg News
For Immediate Release

OUTLINES FOR MIKE JAMES PICTURE

Michael (Mike) James, Marshall College journalism student
from Parkersburg, tells a doubting Sgnta Claus what he wants for
Christmas#
(

(The dream girl is Lou Jqhnston, a Marshall College

freshman from Gauley Bridge.)

1

Photo by Hal Dillon#

i
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MAR. HALL COLLEGE WOKUATION SERVICE, Huntington, V.-est Virginia---- 12-5-56
To The Parthenon

t

(Arthur Soh les ingei*—1)
Declaring that U. S. relations with nations of the Atlantic coirciunity
are worse than at any time in half a century, Arthur Schelsinger, Jr., told

the Marshall College Community Forum Tuesday night that Secretary of State

Dulles should he replaced as the first step toward repairing relations.
The noted historian, author and lectui'er said the word of Dulles "is

simply not believed" by NATO countries.
"Sending Dulles to Europe to repair relations," he assorted, "would bo
■

like sondIng’Typhoid Wry* into a community to prevent a typhoid epidemic."

Dr. Schlesinger said "replacement of the secretary of state is almost

essential to the reconstruction of United States foreign policy."
Such a reconatruction, in the speaker*s view, must come about before
this country can resume her role as leader in world affairs.

"There is no place today where American decisions would not be looked

upon with distrust," he said.
ship.

ere.

"V?© need leadership.

We need full-time leader-

We cell ourselves a great nation. Here is a chance to see whether we

If we fail to meet this challenge, it is our own fault.
Dr. Schlesinger called for an end of "a policy of drift—that is, that

if you donft look at things long enough they will go away.
The Community Forum speaker eaid strengthening the United Nations is
Important but emphasized that "th© UN cannot be a substitute for a national

policy on the part of the United States."
(more)
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(A rthur Schlesinger—2)

"As someone has said,” Dr. Schlesinger continued, "Dag Kemmers j old has
become the acting American secretary of state."

Nationally recognized as a vigorous social thinker, Dr. Schlesinger in

1946 became the youngest historian ever to win the Putlitzer Prise.

He received

the award for his book "The Age of Jackson."
A member of Adlai Stevenson’s campaign staff in the 1952 presidential

campaign, he recalled Stevenson’s suggestion in 1955 that a UN army be established
in the Middle Hast to keep the peace.

As he sees it, the Middle Hast crisis

might have been everted had a UN army been formed at the time the former presidentlai candidate suggested it.

Dr. Schlesinger sc id repeated mistakes in American foreign policy under

the Eisenhower administration have caused the outbreak of war in the Middle East;
have "turned Nasser’s military defeat into a political victory" by forcing
British-French withdrawal without the Egyptian dictator’s making any oomltoent

about the future of the Suez Canal; and have given Russia a foothold in the
Middle East despite the dogged efforts of other Atlantic community nations to
prevent Soviet inroads.
The speaker’s subject was "Our Foreign Policy Todays He spoke at Old

Main auditorium on th© Marshall College campus.

.•
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To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

By Bob Cole
Marshall Student Journalist
(Blood Drive---- 1)

Marshall College earned its free blood bank by donating a
Cabell County record 205 pints of blood in the November 2£> Red Cross

drive at the Student Union.
Previous high unit donation in the Huntington area was 204

pints, taken at station WSAZ on August 25, 1954.

Th is drive 1ast ed

all day, though, in comparison to Marshall’s six-hour period.

Last

'•I
fall’s 142-unit total had been the most ever collected on this campus.
Because of this record donation, the original "Eligibility

System" rule for benefits was waived.

I
;•

It called for donation of a

number of pints equal to 1G per cent of the full-time student enroll

I

ment in order for the college to get free blood from the amount donated.
The Blood Bank is in effect now in case of emergencies, and will
be open for general procurements in the near future, as soon as the

drive papers are processed by the Red Cross.
The Cavaliers, independent fraternity, and the Alpha Sigma Tau

sorority had the highest percentage of membership donations of the
social organizations for the third straight semester and so gained

permament posossion of the trophies symbolic of that honor.

ccording to figures of bon Coyne, Wheeling junior and chair
man of the campus blood drive, the Cavaliers had 26 donations from
their 40 members for a 65 per cent total to win over the runner-up
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity.

a 35 per cent donut ion.

The TKE’s had 21 pints from 60 members,

Sigma Alpha Epsilon was third with 21 pints

(mor e)

i
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(Blood Drive---- 2)

from 60 members, 24.# per cent.

Last semester the Cavaliers amassed

a 35 per cent winning figure.
Alpha Sigma Tau had 10 donors from their 16-member organization,

for winning percentage of 62.5.

Second best donation from women’s

organizations came from the Alpha Sigma Alpha’s, five pints, 45
members, 11 per cent.

The ROTC, although ineligible to win a trophy, gave 82 pints

of blood.

Sfc. Harry Jones’ sophomore military students were excused

from classes and given points on their grades for donating.

-30-
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To Miss Ruth Napier, Society Editor, Herald-Dispatch

For Release, Thursday, Dec. 6

(Cavaliers Initiation Weekend)

The Cavaliers, Marshall’s independent fraternity, are having”"

their annual initiation weekend today through Sunday, December 6-9.
Five main activities highlight the four-day agenda, beginning

with a pre-initiation dinner for pledges and active members in the
college downstairs cafeteria, today at 5-00 P.M.

Saturday night the group will attend Marshall’s opening basket
ball game against Spring Hill and afterwards hold their Winter Formal

at Fraternal Hall from 9:00 - 1:00 P.M.

Model pledge for this semester

will be named at the dance.

Sunday morning the fraternity will attend services at the First
Presbyterian Church.

That afternoon formal initiation of the pledge

%lass will be held in the parish house of the First Methodist Church
at 5:00 P.M.

Members of the pledge class are Phil Caldabuugh, McMechen;
Emil Notti, Hamlin; Josh Miller, Huntington; Eddie Vineyard, Spencer;

Gaylord Bower, Mullens; Gil Terhune, Charleston; Bob Myers, Charleston;
all freshmen, and Bill Good, Oak Hill, and Louis Liontakis, Welch,

sophomores.
-30-
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To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

\

■

(Annual Christmas-Sing-- 1)
The fourth annual Marshall College all-campus Christmas Sing will be held in

Old Main Auditorium Tuesday, December 19, beginning at 7:00 P.M.
All Greek fraternities and sororities, independent groups, housing units, and

interest groups may participate in the affair, which is sponsored by the A Capella Choir.
The program for the evening will include songs by 20 of these organizations, and

runs as follows:
Group A (7:00-7:45):

Alpha Chi Omega sorority will sing ”0, Come A-ll Ye Faithful,"

with Carol Browning directing; Alpha Xi Delta sorority, "The Christmas Choir," Rosalie

Hudson, director; Kappa Alpha fraternity,

"Angels We Have Heard On High," Alfred Ferguson,

director; Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority, "Christmas Night," Barbara Ann Kingsbury, director.
Sportlettes and Cavalettes, independent women’s groups, "Lullaby of Jesus,"

Lavoris Peine11, director; Pi Kappa Sigma sorority, "Jesous Ahtonhia," Beverly Jones,

director; A Capella Choir, "Vigil” and "Jingle Bells"; a carol, "It Came Upon a Midnight
Clear," by the choir and audience, will close out the first section.

Group B (7:45-8:30) is scheduled in this order:

Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority, "Santa Claus Is Cornin’ To Town," Betty Lou Cornett,

director; Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity, "0 Holy Night," Jimmy D. Johnson, director;
College Hall, "Winter Wonderland," Lavoris Pernell, director; Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,

"It’s Time For Joy," Dale Freeland, director.
Student Christian Association, "0 Little Town of Bethlehem," Bruce E. Moss, director;

(more)
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(Annual Christmas Sing---- 2)

Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, "A Christmas Medley,” John J. Stone, director; Men’s

Concert Choir, "Jesus, Joy of Man’s Desiring” and "Behold The Star.”

The choir and

audience will sing "Joy To The World" at the end of Section II.
Group C (8:45-9: 30):

will include:

Delta Zeta sorority, ’•White Christmas

Peggy Fleshmnn, director; The Cavaliers, "The Lord’s Prayer," Cecil Jividen, director;
Laidley Hall, "Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer,” Janet Cotton, director; Alpha Sigma Tau

sorority, "Winter Wonderland,” Shirley Ann Hannon, director.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, "Deck the Halls,” Albin Wheeler, director; Symphonic

Choir, "Es Eat Sich Haut•eroeffnet,” "How Far Is It To Bethlehem" and °Wassail Song.”
Symphonic Choir and the audience will join in "The First Noel" and "Silent Night” as the
final carols of the night.
—30—
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For Immediate Release

{Messiah” on tape on WSAS-1)
The annual performance of Handel’s "Messiah" by Choral Union and

Symphonette, under sponsorship of the music department, will be presented by

tape recording over radio station WSAZ, Sunday, December 23, from 9:30 -11:00
P.M.

The program was recorded when given at the Huntington City Auditorium on

Tuesday, December 11.

-30-
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To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

!*

(sororities pledge)

HUNTINGTON-- (Special)-—Two Kanawha county women have been
pledged to Pi Kappa Sigma, Marshall College social sorority.
They are Dudley Settle, freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

J. E. Settle, Jr., 3^15 Venable Avenue, Charleston; and Jane Whetherholt

of Sissonville, freshman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Whetherhold, 354 Legg
Road, Sissonville.

-30-
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To the Huntington Advertiser
For Immediate Release

(73

(Christmas recess)

Christmas recess at Marshall College will begin after classes

'Wednesday, December 19, and will resume at 8 A.bi. Thursday, January 3.
?i

The administrative offices will close December 22 at 4:15 and
will reopen Thursday the 2?th at 8 A.E.

The offices will also be

closed January 1.
-30j
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For Immediate Release

(Marshall College basketball —J
Z <7 i

(fy

The Marshall College basketball team finally get to make it’s

Kid-American Conference debut tonight.

The Western Michigan broncos

will give the Big Green the first MAC test of the season after a

postponement moved the game from Saturday night to tonight because
of weather conditions.

*

Th* Broncos are expected to be a good test

for the conference champions since they have an experienced team led
by 6*4^ Jack Smith.

Last year Smith was a first team aIl-Kid-American

He was instrumental in handing Marshall one of the two

selection.

conference defeats last year.

point per game average.

Marshall*

He finished the season with a 20.2

The Broncos will put a 3-1 record against

Their only defeat of the season came at the hands of

Northwestern.

Groat Lakes.

They have defeated Toledo 9 North Dakota State and

Conch Rivlin will make no changes in the Marshall line-up.

Cebe Price and Leo Byrd will be back at the forwards, Paul Underwood
snd Dave Kirk at the guards, and Hal Greer at center.

-30The Marshall College basketball team wi|l get to enjoy only

three days of the Christmas vacation this year.

The Big Green will

be busy with a twb-day tournament at Johnson City, Tennessee and a
single game at home with Arizona state.

Marshall will meet Austin

Peay College in the opening round of the Wetauga Invitational tournament.

They will return December 29, for the home game with Arizona Stat

- «r-
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(Marshall College basketball—-2)

In a preliminary to the Marshall-Western Michigan game the un

defeated Marshall freshmen will go after their fourth straight win of
the season*

Coach Mike Josephs’ Little Graen will tangle with the

Pikeville College freshmen at 6:15 p.m.

The Marshall frosh have been

very impressive in the past two outings.

They have defeated Ashland

Junior College and Mayo Vocational School.

John Milhoan, Lew Mott and

Dave Christie have showed up exceptionally well for the Little Green.

-30-
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OUTLINES FOR THE PARTHENON

(Photo of little boy with toy and Lowell Cade)
"A FELLA’S GOTTA DO SOMETHIN’ WHILE SANTA’S OUT FOR LUNCH.”
v?/
Christmas shopping is kay, but it’s better just to tell Santa

■

what you want and avoid the Christmas rush, according to this
little fellow, caught by a Marshall student photographer.
(Photo by Michael James)

I
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CUTLINES FOR THE PARTHENON

(Photo of baby on bed with Christmas gifts around)

CHRISTMAS OR NO CHRISTMAS, A GIRL MIGHT AS WELL RELAX—
The small daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Phillips leaves the

excitement over Christmas to others while she just takes
in her stride.
(Photo by Bob Phillips).

-4
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CUTLINES FOR THE PARTHENON

(Little boy on Santa's knee)

"...AND A BICYCLE, AND A

’Yectric train,

AND UHo.o

Tf

This little man makes sure Santa Claus knows just what he
hopes to find on his tree Christmas morning.

(Photo by Ed Hagan)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—-12-17-56

CUTLINES FOR THE PARTHENON

(Photo of little girl with pull toy)

"IT SEEMS TO WORK ALL RIGHT, but I wonder if Meth er would really

like it."

This busy young Christmas shopper was caught in a

candid pose by a Marshall student photographer on the trail of
Christmas picture.

(Photo by Lowell Cade)
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CUTLINES FOR THE PARTHENON

(Photo of boy looking wistfully at Santa’s empty chair)

THAT PAINFUL WAIT FOR SANTA-- after month’s of waiting, Don Bailey

of 1511 Oak St., Kenova, is disappointed to find that there’s still
another wait before he sees Santa Claus.

(Photo by Myron Campbell)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W, Va.—12-17-56

CUTLINES FOR THE PARTHENON

(Photo of young man telling Santa Claus about girl he wants for

Christmas)

ALL HS WANTS FOR CHRISTMAS! -- Mike James, Parkersburg sophomore

tells a doubting Santa Claus -what he wants for Christmas (The dream
girl is Lou Johnston, freshman from Gauley Bridge.)
(Photo by Hal Dillon)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-—December 18, 1956

For Immediate Release

(To get full-time teaching assignment-- 1)

•1

Dr. Sam E. Clagg will become a full-time teacher in the

( (/)

Marshall College geography department next fall after several years

of working part-time in the department and part-time as football
line coach.

■>

A change in Dr. Clagg’s status, beginning next fall, was
announced Monday by Dr. Stewart H. Smith, Marshall College president.
"Enrollment increases have made it possible for us to honor

a request which Mr. Clagg made several years ago," the Marshall
president explained.

a

"He asked at that time that the college permit

him to devote his full time to teaching, and since then has received

a doctor’s degree with this idea in mind.

The college will be ready

next fall for him to begin teaching altogether."
Dr. Smith said Dr. Clagg "has made a fine contribution to
both the football program and the work of the geography department, n
and said he felt sure that he "will continue to be a real asset to

the college in his new work."
An associate professor, Dr. Clagg will become the third

full-time member of the geography faculty.

Other members are

Dr. Leslie M. Davis, department head, and Robert L
full professors.

(more)

Britton, both

*1 - > •*.

•

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—December 18, 1956
(To get full-time teaching assignment--- 2)

Commenting on his coming change of status, Dr

Clagg said

Monday:

TTI am pleased with my new assignment at Marshall College.
Full-time teaching has been my goal from the beginning of my academic

preparation, but I have thoroughly enjoyed the years I have spent as
part-time member of the geography faculty and part-time football line

coach*

IT11 continue to assist the athletic program in every way

possible in my new capacity as a full-time teacher*tT

Dr* Clagg will continue his work as wrestling coach at Marshall*

He holds the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts

from Marshall College and Doctor of Education from the University of
Kentucky

Dr. Clagg came to Marshall College in June, 1943, as end coach

and scout and as instructor in the department of geography.

He became
£

line coach when Coach Herbert Royer became head football coach.

In

1950, he became an assistant professor and in 1954 was advanced to the
rank of associate professor*
Active in state and national educational circles, Dr* Clagg

is West Virginia coordinator for the National Council of Geography

Teachers and is a member of the National Conservation Education
Committee of the NCGT.
A World War II veteran, he is a major in the United States
’i

Marine Corps Reserve.
Dr. Clagg frequently writes articles for professional publi

cations and is co-author of a West Virginia Atlas.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, West Virginia—-12-18-56
For release Sunday, Dec. 23, 1956
)

By George Bennett
Marshshall Student Journalist
(American Medical Association AwardsHUNTINGTON, W

D

VA.— (Specials—Finalists of the Regional Science Fair at Marshall

College April 5 and 6, will not only win a trip to Los Angeles, Calif., but they will also
be eligibleto win the American Medical Association's awards given at the National Science

Fair

The Regional Science Fair will be held in the college's physical education building,
j

and is under the direction of Dr. J, H. Hoback, professor of chemistry.
TWo high school students will receive an all-expense paid trip to

American Medical

Association's annual meeting, June 3~7, to be guest exhibitors. if they are selected by the

AMA’s judging committee at the National Fair

medical sciences or health,.

Their exhibits will be based on the basic

The Medical Association judges will base their decisions on

the same criteria which is used for judging all other exhibits at the fair.
In addition to the first place winners. two honorable mention citations will be
presented.

The awards are presented as an encouragement to scientifically-talented

students to enter the study of medicine.
Judging is done on the following criteria?

scientific thought, creative ability,

thoroughness, clarity and dramatic value, and technical skill.
Students from the following counties are eligible to take part in the Regional

Science Fairs

in West Virginia, Cabell, Mingo, Wayne, Mason, Lincoln, Logan, and western

Putnam; in Ohio, Gallia, Jackson, Meigs, Lawrence, Scioto, and Pike; and in Kentucky,

Boyd, Carter, Floyd, Greenup, Johnson, Lawrence, Martin, and Pike.

The Science Fair is a collection of exhibits, each of which is designed to show
a biological, chemical, engineering, mathematical, or physical principle. a laboratory

or other procedure, or an industrial development.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE
December 18. 1956
FROMs Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director
,EQB. JlWJUtE. .BELE^E
Despite their convincing 103-75 triumph over Western Michigan Monday night to suecessfully open defense of their Mid-American Conference title, Coach Jule Rivlin neverthe-

less sent his squad right back on the hardwood today to begin, preparations for Marshall cs
next outing*
The Big Green speedsters will participate in the four team Wetanga Invitational

Tournament at Johnson City, Tennessee Friday and Saturday along with conference member

Ohio University*

Marshall was delegated with the opening game of the tourney, meetingZ^^.

Austin Peay, while Ohio engages East Tennessee State in the second contest*

The champf

ship battle and consolation affair is set for Saturday night. so it will be a two-game
appearance .for the Big Green either way*
The crowd pleasing win against the Broncos is regarded as Marshall°s finest per

formance of the season*

It came on the heels of a 101-89 conquering of Sto Francis College

last Wednesday, but most observers will point to the Western Michigan affair as the one in

which the Green jelled to razor sharp effectiveness*

All told, the local club fired 86 times at the hoop, .finding the mark 38 times for a
percentage of 44*2O

Considering that reserves, in which every member of the 15 man squad

took part in the action, played better than one-third of the contest, the figure is all the

more inticingo

The contest served to magnify the fact that Marshall, when not suffering

• a glaring height disadvantage, will give any opponent all they can handle for one evening*
Co Captain Paul Underwood, who sparked the Big Green point flurry with 29 points,

also is the leading scorer after .four games*
average of 22*2*

Underwood has accumulated 89 tallies for an

Sophomore Leo Byrd has collected 85 points for a 21*2 mark*

With Co-

Captain Cebe Price hitting for 72 points and an even 18 point average, and Hal Greer pushing
through 60 markers for a 15 point average, the Big Green has four solid scorers in the
double figures*
In the process of copping three of their first games, Marshall has manufactured

357 points to provide them with a 89*2 average per contest0
•"30 -

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE

December 19, 1956
£QR. I
I ATE fiOASE

FROM: Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

Marshall Coach Jule Rivlin sent his squad through a brisk scrimmage today at the
Field House, as the Big Green consumated the heavy phase of their drills in preparation

for this weekend’s Watauga Invitational Tournament at Johnson City, Tennessee.
The Big Green, 3-1 on the season, drew Austin Peay College of Clarksville, Tennessee

as their opening game opponent in the four team tourney that is listed for Friday and

Saturday,

Ohio University, Marshall's conference member, is paired with East Tennessee

State in the second game Friday evening,.

The finals are set for Saturday, with a consolation

third-place contest preceding the championship match.
Rivlin will take a 12-man squad to Johnson City, with Centers John Mayfield and

Lee Canterbury along with Forward Dick Jackson being held off the traveling squad.

The

Big Green will leave via Piedmont Airlines tomorrow evening at 5?45 P.M. arriving at their
destination an hour later.

They will remain over Saturday night, returning to Huntington

Sunday afternoon.
The combination that opened every one of the Green's four encounters will be called

This will find Co-Captains Cebe Price and

upon to set Marshall in motion Friday night.

Leo Byrd at forwards, Hal Greer at center. and Co-Captains Paul Underwood and Dave Kirk
at guards.
Four of the starting quintet are accelerating in the double figures in the way of

point production.

Underwood heads the list with 89 points and a 22O2 average with Byrd

accounting for 85 points and a 21.2 figure.

Price is just under the 2CLpoint mark with

74 tallies and an 18.5 mark while Greer rounds out the group with 60 points and a 15 point
average.

The entire Marshall squad is averaging

9 points per contest.

In the past two outings.

the Big Green has raced over the 100 point figure, defeating St. Francis, 101-89 9 and
(

Western Michigan, 103-75.

The latter game is regarded as Marshall's best performance of

the season, not only from the highest point total, but by the fabulous shooting accuracy

and precision passing that had the local fans howling with delight.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.---- 12-20-56
For Immediate Release

(Marshall College class on television)

HUNTINGTON, Wo VA.—Dec

20, 1956— - (Special)-—A Marshall College class will

meet regularly before the television cameras of Huntington’s WSAZ-TV during the second
semester of the 1956-57 term.

The class, Sociology 200 (Introductory Sociology), will meet each Monday, Wednes

day and Friday in a WSAZ studio.

The first half hour of each class session will be

telecast for viewers in West Virginia 9 Ohio and Kentucky.

Students in the class will receive three hours of college credit.

Televiewers

will get the benefit of each class lecture and discussion, but will not receive Marshall

College credit.

The class will be taught by Professor James T. Richardson, head of the department

of sociology at Marshall.

Professor Richardson holds the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

from the University of Missouri.
Sociology 200 deals with the origin and structure of society.
Marshall College students in the class will be transported from the campus to

WSAZ-TV studios by bus each class day.
-30-
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ALL HE WANTS FOR CHRISTMAS!—Mike James, Parkersburg
■b
sophomore, tells a doubting Santa Claus what he wants for Christ
mas. (The dream girl is Lou Johnston, freshman from Gauley
y ’-J\ St ’ i
Bridge.) (Photo by Hal Dillon)
“A FELLA’S GOTTA DO SOMETHIN’ WHILE SANTA’S OUT FOR LUNCH.” Christmas shopping
Is okay, but it’s better just to tell Santa what you want and avoid the Christmas rush, according to
this little fellow, caught by a Marshall student photographer. (Photo by Mike James)
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. . AND A BICYCLE, AND A ’LECTRIC TRAIN, ANlTuH
This little man makes sure Santa THAT PAINFUL WAIT FOR SANTA—After months of waiting,
Claus knows just what he hopes to find on his tree. Christmas morning. (Photo by Ed Hagan)
Don Bailey of 1511 Oak St., Kenova, is disappointed to find that
there’s still another wait before he sees Santa Claus. (Photo by
Myron Campbell)
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CHRISTMAS OR NO CHRISTMAS, A GIRL MIGHT AS WELL
.■
RELAX—The small daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Phillips leaves “IT SEEMS TO WORK ALL RIGHT, but I wonder if Mother wouia really like it.” This busy young
the excitement over Christmas to others while she just takes it in Christmas shopper was caught in a candid pose by a Marshall student photographer on the trail of a
her stride. (Photo by Bob Phillips)
Christmas picture. (Photo by Lowell Cade)
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Green Hits 101 Points Against Frankies
Paced by a quartet of twenty
.z'XSSSft':
point plus performances by Paul
■
I
' n
1
Underwood, Cebe Price, Leo Byrd
and Hal Greer, the Big Green
•
turned in their first one hundred
point game Wednesday night as
they downed St. Francis 101-89
at the Field House.
Hitting on long set shots and
driving lay-ups, Underwood
topped the Marshall scorers
BASKETBALL TEAM WANTS A BIG GREEN CHRISTMAS
with 26 points. Following close
The Marshall basketball team is looking forward to Christmas
behind Paul was Cebe Price, while wishing for presents that range from winning the Mid
who registered 23.
American Conference to defeating West Virginia University to
Leo Byrd, who did not get passing various courses.
started until the second half, hit
“There are so many things I’d like to have,” commented Coach
for 14 points in the later stanza Jules Rivlin. “I’d like to have another conference championship
for a total of 21.
for the boys and no injuries.” Punch Pierson, morale booster of
Cat-like Hal Greer played a the Big Green, said, “For Paul Underwood to make all-conference
tremendous game both on the of first team would be about the best thing to happen.”
fense and defense, hitting five
Bob Ashley, Jack Freeman, John Derrow, and Dave
out of nine shots from the floor
Dingess hope Santa will give them the MAC championship.
for a percentage of .556 and 10 of
Bob also wishes for “my wife to be down here with me,” and
11 free throws, totaling 21 points..
Jack wants to represent the conference in the NCAA tourna
However, Jim McClellan, 6-6
ment. Dave said he would like to win the Wetauga tourna
center of the Frankies, dumped
ment.
in 22 points in the second half
Co-captain Cebe Price wishes for “a C out of Dr. Heath’s class
to add to his 15 point total in and the MAC championship,” while Co-captain Paul Underwood
the first half, giving him the would like “a C out of Education 319 from Dr. Runyan and to
game honors with 37 points.
meet West Virginia University and beat them.”
Coach Rivlin was pleased with
•‘I d like to pass my subjects so I can play basketball nex*
the showing that his team made semester,” was John Mayfield’s wish for a merrier Christmas.
and indicated that if they worked
Lee Canterbury, Hal Greer, Dick Hall and Leo Byrd hope
as well for the remainder of the
to go to the NCAA tournament next spring. Leo and Dick
season he would be well pleased.
would like to meet West Virginia U., while Hal hopes to
meet Morehead, and “for us to beat Morehead up there, and
win the MAC. Byrd also wants Santa to leave “a new bas
ketball for the kids in my neighborhood.”
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Frosh Get Ten Day
Christmas Vacation

Coach Dr. Mike Joseph’s Little
Green, victors in their first two
outings, have a wait of 10 ‘ days
before their next contest and
their opposition then is uncertain.

——1 INTRAMURALS . . .

I

z

til ’ A

£ E.;

A high-powered VM Little Green squad and a determined Sig
Ep No. 2 quintet topped Thursday’s basketball card with important
victories.
The Little Green, racing to their fourth straight “B”
League triumph, punished the cords for 20 or more points
every period to roar past the SAE No. 2 team 95-38. The
VM nudged their league lead to one full game. The whitehot winners had five men in the double figures, headed by
Howie Barrett with 23 points. Guy Cain topped the SAE’S
with 16.
Giving notice that the “A” League will be a five team, race,
the Sig Ep No. 1 hard-courters nosed past a fighting No. 1 KA
squad 50-45. The winners evened their record at 2-2 to tie the
KA’s for fourth spot. Jim Maddox finished the evening with 12
points along with George Lambruse, who also rimmed in 12 and
Paul Jones with 11. Leading the KA’s was the game’s top scorer,
Bill Capehart, with 14 points.
The Sig Ep No. 2‘five chalked up win number three in four
tilts, trimming the No, 2 KA quintet 52-16. The winners, holding
a 26-12 lead at half time, removed all doubt of the outcome by
blanking the KA’s 13 to nothing in the third quarter. Sparking
the Sig Ep’s was Dick Meadows with 16 points and John Roy
with 13.
;
Making their first appearance of the season a winning one,
the PKA No. 4 squad humbled the Rascals No. 3 team 49-41. After
the first quarter the Pikes led all the way. Midway in the third
period the Rascals closed the gap to three points, but couldn’t
maintain the pace.
,

PHOTO
FINISHING
In By 5 P. M., Out Next Day By 3 P.- M.
“We Operate Our Own PlanF1

HONAKER, INC.
416

NINTH

STREET

>

.

scheduled to play December 29
in the preliminary before the
Marshall-Arizona State game. Dr.
Joseph said that the West Liberty
freshmen would probably be the
yearlings’ opponents, but this is “
not definite.
As of Parthenon press time, the
Little Green eagers were still un
beaten. In racking up victories
over Ashland Junior College,
Mayo State Vocational, and
Owens-Illinois, the frosh has
scored 297 points for an even 99
point average.
John Milhoan is the top scorer
with 67 points in three games
including hi 34 output against
Owens-Illinois. Lew Mott is next
with 57, followed by Herm Con
ner with 52.
There has been one change in
the yearling schedule. The Lit
tle Green will travel to Mayo
State Vocational in Paintsville
on February 11 instead of Januuary 21,
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Ibu get better looking in a ’57 Chevrolet!
There’s a whole new outlook behind the wheel—a
bigger view of the road over that sassy hood. And
isn’t that new instrument panel a honey!

53

Look through that ’57 Chev
rolet windshield and you see
how its new, deeper design
gives you better, safer vision.

Royal ahd Underwood Used
TYPEWRITERS
and ADDING MACHINES
$25.00 up. All Rentals
Applies Fully On Purchase
Price on Machines. Rental
(3 Months) $4.00 Per
Month
URde0»vwd business
Machines
Sales and Service

R. S. CRUTCHER
1317 4th Ave. Ph. 39404
Huntington, W. Va.

f;0w^AV1
•270-h.p. high-performance
engine also available at
extra cost.

Glance down—just a bit—
and your eyes rest on the
sweetest instrument panel a
car ever had.
Then, take the wheel and
you’ll find the going’s even
better than the looking!
(Horsepower ranges up to
245.)* Come in and see.

Only franchised. Chevrolet dealers

R

Za.—

^#23

Sweet, smooth and sassy! The Bel Air Convertible with Body by Fisher.

display this famous trademark

See Your Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
l
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Officers of the new pledge class of Delta Zeta sorority at Marshall College are,
from left, Lucy Stevens, treasurer; Janice Howgate, vice-president; Lou John
son, president; Ruth Ann Lykins, secretary, and Jill Pauley, chaplain. There
are 22 girls in the pledge class. Activities being planned by the sorority in
clude a rummage sale, a Christmas party for crippled children in co-sponsor
ship with Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, an open house, and participating
____
in the annual Marshall Christmas sing. (Staff Photo)
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2nd Hatt
! Rally Tops
Big Green ■
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn., Dec. 22.
THE WIN WAS the eighth in
— Lee Cooper, a six-two junior
’ ‘ starts for the Bucs and the
from Knoxville, sparked a bril- loss was Marshall’s second in
liant second half rally here to- Se°yen starts.
—__ Z built
__up
z ai 36-31 lead in
night to lead-East Tennessee State Marshall
to an 81-71 victory over Marshall the first
1-— half
r of3 play which was,
and earned the first annual Wa closely contested.
invitational tournament ti- the start, the score was tied twice
Itauga
tie>

Trailing the Big Green by five
Points when second half nlav
started, Cooper spearheaded a
quick Buc drive in which his chih
—.—— ,, t 3i_
connected on 11 of its 14 shots.
Cooper was responsible for ten
■ of the 22 points in this splurge.

fh’st at 2-2 and at
Then Under‘
wood
wood hit
hit a
a set sbot Allowed by
Byrd
Byrd’’ss one
one hander and four
&ht ff°uls by Greer- That six
. strai
straight
point spurt- made it 10-4.

'Stand-By’
Features
Marshallites
. ,■'
-*;.4

EAST TENNESSEE began work
I ing it’s set plays at that point and
closly cut into the Marshall lead.
IT CARRIED East Tennessee When there were 9:30 remaining,
A series of weekly television
to a 54-44 edge over Marshall Cooper put the Bucs in front for
which never got back in to con the first time with a drive-in layup.
shows, featuring Marshall Col
tention. By the time there were
Then the score changed six times
lege students is being produced
four minutes remaining the local until the 3:30 when Marshall again
jointly by WHTN-TV and the
I
club’s edge. had increased to ten connected for six straight points.
radio-television of the speech
points at 60-50.
Byrd began it with two conver
department of Marshall College.
; Tonight’s loss for Marshall sions, Price followed with a oneThe all non - commercial
wasn’t a case of playing a height hander and Greer completed the
shows feature students in the
handicap or of having a cold spurt with a tip in. This gave Mar
department who handle all as
shooting spell. East Tennessee shall a 34-28 advantage.
pects of producing the s h o w s
Just before
before the half ended
was just extra hot in piling up
Just
! with the exception of actual
Cooper hit on a set for East Ten
50 points in the last 20 minutes.
direction on the show itself. This ’
nessee ai.„
w__' made
” J-----~ 1aw
md Z
Byrd
good
a layCooper voted the most valuable
is done by Thomas Olsen, a disession..
.player in the two-night event, led
up to windup the
• rector at the studio.
all scoring with 30 points. Co-capG F P TP
The program for this Sunday
MARSHALL
tain Herb Edmonds was next with
8 4-5 4 20
will be a party for underpriv
Brice, f
16 and Guard Jerry Wilhoit had
8 6-8 5 22
ileged children. This,-the ninth
Byrd, f
15.
4 6-8 4 14
,show of the series, will feature
Greer, c
5
0-0
4
10
EDMUNDS WAS tossed out of
the children being greeted by
Underwood, g
10-0 1 2
the game in the final seconds for
Santa Claus and receiving gifts.
Kirk, g
3
1 1-2 0
slugging Sonny Allen. He was
Students participating in the
Allen
„ „ 1_
0
0 0-0
roundly booed by his own rooters
television productions include,
Freeman
_ 1.
17-27
for his unnecessary display of
27
- 19
- 71!
Miss Julia Henniger, art direc
Totals
G F P TP |
temper.
tor; Miss Mary Lou Nixon, con- I
EAST TENN
4'.
2
0-14
4
Leo Byrd and Co-captaln Cebe
Weaver, f
tinuity director; Robert Chad- 12 6-7 2 30
Price led Marshall’s attack with
Cooper, f
dock, announcer; Miss Nancy
5 6-9 3 16
22 and 20 points each. A carefully
Edmonds, a
Snodgrass, talent director; Miss i
5
5-7
1
15
plotted man-for-man defense kept
Wilhoit, g
Joanne McClellan, hostess; John
6
14-8
1
“
the Big Green from driving in
Fleenor, g
Stone, executive producer; and
2 0-0 2 4
side enough, however, and this
Fritts
Joseph Cook, announcer.
6
3 0-0 1
spelled Marshall’s doom.
Simerly
30 21-32 14 81
Totals
• IF MARSHALL had a handicap
36 35—71
MARSHAL
tonight it was in Price’s health.
31 50—81
EAST
te
Cebe was down physically, suffer
ing from an upset stomach and
he didn’t have his normal speed.
This made it easy to fake and
drive around the Marshall cap
tain.
But, nothing should be taken
away from the Bucs. Coach Madi
son Brooks’ club played a cour
ageous game in coming from be
hind.
. Marshall just didn’t have it in
the second half. It was the first
time this season that its zone de
fense was actually riddled.
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Talking Over Things Needed At Marshall College
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President Stewart H. Smith of Marshall College out
I lined college needs at a dinner conference last night
at Marshall with members of the Legislature which
meets next month. From left are Delegates Wayne
Plymale of Wayne County, Homer Caldwell of Ka
nawha, Campbell Stevens of Mason and T. E.

/te-...................

‘

Holderby of Cabell, ’ and Dr. Smith. The Marshall
president has requested, among other items, a $950,000 appropriation for a new fine arts building with
auditorium. That request has been approved by the
State Board of Education and sent on to the Board
of Public Works, the budget-drafting body. (Staff >
Photo).

I

Wanted:
Me Planned
IVtarsMI
To Hold Up
Lme Coach
Bank Here
Marshall College i
Grad Turns Bandit
J"*

,.

■ W"

a•

By BILL WILD ,

A trail of worthless checks and
an armed robbery in Tampa, Fla.,
l
I ; ended in arrest and a confession
in Oakland, Calif., yesterday for
a former Marshall student and
husband of a Huntington woman
yesterday, according to the As> sociated Press.
Held at Oakland on the.request
of Tampa police, Army Lieutenant
James E. Hess, 27, a native of
Chicago, who lists his home ad
The active chapter of Pi Kappa
dress at 1608 Jackson Avenue,
Sigma sorority will be honored . said he had visited Huntington re
cently with the intention of rob
tonight at a party given by the
bing a bank — but lost his nerve
pledge class immediately f o 1at the last minute.
lowing the active chapter meet
His father-in-law, B. I Miller,
i ing.
of the Jackson Avenue address,
Miss Judy Roberts is in charge
confirmed that Hess visited here
recently. He said Hess gave no
of the party which will have
as its theme, “Christmas in An sign that anything was amiss.
Hess attended Marshall College,
other Land—Hawaii.” A skit de Mr. Miller said, and graduated
picting Christmas in Hawai will
about 1952. He married Mr. Mil
ler’s daughter, Ann, about eight
be given, and Hawaiian holiday
years ago. The couple has three
music will be sung.
children.
Miss Margaret Bigley is in
Mrs. Hess and the children are
charge of refreshments, and the presently
living in Tampa where
decorations chairman is Mis s Hess had been stationed tempo
Glenna Rutherford. Miss Nancy rarily.
Shimp is in charge of money
The Associated Press said Oak-;
raising projects.
land authorities detained the lieu
After the program a g 1 f t ex tenant when notified that Tampa
change will be held with Miss police wanted him in connection
Becky Schwender acting as with a $194 armed robbery of a
Santa Claus. Miss Dudley Settle Tampa loan company. Hess was
is president of the pledge class, to have sailed this month to For
and Miss Loretta Huber is the mosa where he was to be a peri sonnel procurement officer.
sorority president.
The group also '-took Miss
The sheriff's office at Oakland
Nancy Holland of Gauley Bridge then disclosed that not only did
into the active chapter in cere Hess readily confess the robbery
monies held yesterday afternoon. to cover recent gambling losses
but told of writing bad checks to
•pay for other losing.wagers. These
were at Tampa and Phoenix,
Ariz.
j

■q

Pi Kaps Set
Yule Party
For Members

I

Marshall was looking'for a new
line coach in football today fol
lowing the transfer of Dr. Sam
E. Clagg to geography department
as an associate professor.
The transfer was announced to
day by Dr. Stewart E. Smith, Mar
shall president, whose statement
sought to keep the switch
separated from the inquiry into the
football program now being con
ducted by the athletic board.
j
Just when the post will be filled
and by whom probably will re
main unsettled throughout the re-,
mainder of this semester. The
athletic board met yesterday for
the fourth time and word on what
transpired set February 1 as the
probable date when it will report
back to the president.
By then head coach -Herb
Royer’s decision on whether to
continue or not is expected. Con
jecture is that Royer will stay on
as head coach.
Said Dr. Clagg last night:
“This new appointment is some
thing towards which I’ve been
working for a long time. I first
began conferring with Dr. Smith
on the possibility of leaving foot
ball and becoming a full-time
faculty member in the geography
department three years ago. We
have talked on the matter sev
eral times since then — the last
time right after the football sea
son ended. This is something I’ve
always wanted. Now, I’ll be able
to spend more time with my fam
ily. Working in the athletic
department has been a great ex
perience. I really enjoyed it and
worked hard.”
Sam was an outstanding line
man for the late Cam Henderson
before the war. After coming out
of the Marines with a brilliant
combat record, he served under
Henderson in 1946 as a line coach.
After one year at Morris Harvey
he returned to Marshall as varsity
line coach once again .in 1948,
serving under Henderson, Pete
Pederson and Royer.
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Sociology Class At Marshall
To Meet Before Video Cameras
(
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fit of each class lecture and discussion.
The class will be taught by Professor James
T. Richardson, head of the department of so
ciology at Marshall. Professor Richardson holds
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy from the]
University of Missouri.
Sociology 200 deals with the origin and struc
ture of society.
Marshall College students in the class will
be transported from the campus to WSAZ-TV;
studios by bus each class day.

A Marshall College class will meet regularly
before the television cameras of Huntington’s
WSAZ-TV during the second semester of the
1956-57 term.
The class, Sociology 200 (introductory soci
ology), will meet each Monday, Wednesday and
3
Friday in a WSAZ studio. The first half hour of
5 each class session will be telecast for viewers in
West Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky.
I
Students in the class will receive three hours
of college credit. Televiewers will get the beneI
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Members of the }Vest Virginia Legislature from this area were guests at a din
ner last night at Marshall College. Discussing Marshall’s legislative requests
are, left to right, Senator Hatfield Brubeck, Mrs. E. Wyatt Payne, Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall, and Senator Lyle A. Smith. Dr. Smith outlined Marshall’s needs and a question and answer period followed. The president said the college’s two major needs are additional staff and better salaries
for all members of the staff and more campus space for both new buildings
and outdoor activities.1
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Students Discuss Christian Outlook
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A panel discussion on world Christian outlooK ds viewed by members of the
Marshall College Student Christian Association was telecast by WSAZ-TV yes
terday. Participants were Charles Turner, left, who spoke on “The World
View”; Linda Mealey, “Marshall Campus”; John Barbour, “The State View”,
and the Rev. Lander Beal, student religious counselor at the college. Hun
tington Post 16, American Legion, sponsored the broadcast as part of the Le
gion’s national “Back to God Movement” program. (Staff Photo)
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Students Join In All-Campus Sing Tonight
By BOB COLE

r

Christmas,”
Cavaliers,
“The “Deck the Hills;” Symphonic
Lord’s Prayer;” Laidley Hall, Choir, “Es Hat Sich Haut’ eroefThe fourth annual Marshall Col “Rudolph the Red-Nosed Rein fnet;” “How Far Is It To Bethle
lege all-campus Christmas sing deer;” Alpha Sigma Tau sorority, hem” and “Wassail Song;” Sym
will be held in Old Main Auditor “Winter Wonderland.”
phonic Choir and audience, “The
ium tonight at 7 P. M.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, First Noel” and “Silent Night.”
All Greek fraternities and so
rorities, independent groups, hous
ing units, and interest groups may
participate in the affair, which is
sponsored by the A Capella Choir.
The program will include songs
by 20 of these organizations, and
runs as follows:
Alpha Chi Omega sorority, “0,
Come All Ye Faithful,” Alpha
Xi Delta sorority, "The Christmas
Choir,” Kappa Alpha Order,
“Angels We Have Heard On
High,” Alpha Sigma Alpha so
rority, “Christmas Night.”
Sportlettes and Cavalettes, in
dependent women’s groups, “Lul
laby of Jesus,” Pi Kappa Sigma
sorority, “Jesous Ahtonhia,” A
Capella Choir, “Vigil” and “Jingle
Mrs. Cecelia (Cele) Rivlin, 61,
Bells,” a carol, “It Came Upon a
Midnight Clear,” by the choir
mother of Marshall College Bas
and audience.
ketball Coach Jules Rivlin, died
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority,
today in a Wheeling hospital.
“Santa Claus Is Cornin’ To Town,”
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity, "O
Mrs. Rivlin suffered a heart at
Holy Night,” College Hall, “Winter
tack and was admitted
to the hos-1
nnnrWinn r1 '
Wonderland,” Pi Kappa Alpha ' pital on Tuesday. XT/-...
Her condition
fraternity, “It’s Time For Joy.
the time was reported “serious,
Student Christian Association,
but the hospital said yesterday sh
“0 Little Town of Bethlehem;”
. Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity,
had -shown improvement and ha
“A Christmas Medley;” Concert
been removed from an oxyge.
Choir, “Jesus, Joy of Man’s Desir
tent.
She took a turn for the wors>
ing” and “Behold The Star;” the
during
the night and d i e<
choir and audience, “Joy To The
at 12:55 A. M.
World.”
Delta Zeta sorority, "White
Coach Rivlin and his wife lef
here for ’'Wheeling by plane thif
morning. He was to have coachec
his Marshall team in its opening
game at Memorial Field House
Saturday night.
Marshall Student Journalist

Mrs. RivSm,
Mother Of
Coach, Dies

Gets Promotion

Mi.

Born In Russia

Mrs. Rivlin was born in Russia.
She was a member of the Syna
gogue of Israel and the Syna
gogue Sisterhood.

I

Surviving besides the son are
the husband, Daniel, and two sis
ters, Mrs. Jack Schwartz of Wheel
ing and Miss Beria Rivlin of New
York City.

Funeral services will be conducted at 1:30 P. M. tomorrow
at Kepner’s Funeral Home in
Wheeling. Burial will follow in
Jewish Memorial Park there.
The body is at the funeral home.
i

- - ■ 41

A * C. Perry Owens of Miltc
has been promoted to tl
position of time ai
methods analyst in tl'
industrial engineering r
partment of the Americ
Viscose Corp.’s plant
Nitro. He is a 1951 gr;
uate of Marshall Colle
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Members of the pledge class of Pl Kappa Sigma
sorority entertained the active chapter with a Christ
mas party Monday night at the chapter house, 1661
Fifth avenue. Miss Loretta Huber, president, receives

(

'..■ ‘.,?Z
Sf. ■ •'

4. •

■-■' -■

"
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.

ill

a gift from Miss Becky Schwender. Looking on, are,
left to right, Miss Margaret Quintier, Miss Jane
Whetherholt, Miss Glenna Rutherford, and Miss
Martha Louderback.

.
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Elinor St. Clair Appointed
YW Teen Program Director

>

nt*

Mrs. Ray Powell, chairman of
■the personnel committee of the
Huntington YWCA, announced yes
terday the appointment of Miss
Elinor St. Clair as the teen-age
program director to succeed Mrs.
Maynard Sharp, who resigned ef
fective December 1.
Mrs. Sharp, who is moving from
the city, had served in that ca
pacity for 18 months and organ
ized four new clubs in the schools.
The Y-Teen membership has in-

College Employe
Isjound Deod,

William H." Jenkins, a custodial
employe of Marshall College, was
found dead in the bathtub at his
home, 911 Nineteenth street, about
11:30 last night.
Dr. Robert S. Barrett. Cabell
county coroner, said death was
caused by accidental drowning.
Mr. Jenkins, 66, was found by
his wife. She said her husband
went to bathe at 9:30 P. M. while
•|She was watching television. She
fell asleep and found him dead
she awoke.
di when
Funeral services will be con
ducted at 2 P. M. Monday at the
Williams Funeral Home with Dr.
W. Temple Richie officiating. Bur
ial will follow in Spring Hill
Cemetery.
Surviving, other than the widow,
are two nieces, Mrs. Jean Vander
bilt of Detroit, Mich., and Miss
Helen Saunders of Huntington.
Friends may call after 11 A. M.
tomorrow at the funeral home.

Schlesinger
Says Dulles
<

Should Go ,

Declaring that U. S. relations
1 with nations of the Atlantic com
munity are worse than at any
5
time in half a century, Arthur
1
1 Schlesinger, Jr., told the Marshall
1 College Community Forum ■ last
night that Secretary of State
1 Dulles should be replaced as the
t
t first step toward repairing rela
tions.
The historian, author and lec■ turer said the word of Dulles “is
simply not believed” by NATO
countries.
Dr. Schlesinger called for an
end of “a policy of drift — that
is, that if you don’t look at things
long enough they will go away.”
The speaker said strengthening
the United Nations is Important
but emphasized that “the UN can
not be a substitute for a national
policy on the part of the United
States.”
“As someone has said,” he
continued, “Dag Hammarskjold
has become the acting American
secretary of statb.”
A member of Adlai Stevenson’s
campaign staff in the 1952 presi
dential campaign, he recalled
Stevenson’s suggestion in 1955
that a UN army be established in
the Middle East to keep the
peace.
Dr. Schlesinger said repeated
mistakes in American foreign
policy under the Eisenhower ad
ministration have caused the out
break of war in the Middle East; I
lave “turned Nasser’s military
| defeat into a political victory”. 1

creased and many activities have
been carried on by the clubs un
der her leadership.
Miss St. Clair, who took over
her duties this week, is the daugh
ter of Mi*, and Mrs. J. W. St.
Clair, 326 Eleventh Avenue. She
attended Huntington High School,
is a graduate of West Virginia]
University, and is now attending |
Marshall College, working on her
master’s degree.
She was an active member of
\
the Camp Fire Girls, and in the {
\
summers worked as a counselor j A I
for five years at the Luther Gu- / \ \ \l
lick Camp in Maine. In the sum- 'A 1
mer of 1955, she went abroad with |
the “Experiment in International
Living.” She is a member of the
First Presbyterian Church, the
Debutante Club, and is a Provis
ional member of the Junior ;
League.

ELINOR ST. CLAIR
Joins Staff Of YWCA
Titxr>-»
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Miss Willa Sue Thacker, the daughter of mr. and Mrs.

C. W. Thacker of 137 Cedar Street and a junior at Mar-

shall College, was crowned “Sigma Phi Epsilon Snow

'

'

■j

rrf

a

ifjiiff

Princess” Saturday night at the winter formal. David
Dunlap, president of the fraternity, is on Miss Thack
er’s left, while her escort, Joe Hunnicutt, holds her
trophy.
'■~“"*Wj'aa“wt®KJfiiJi8%&2fS£2SK??®2iS£^SS-3|

Marshall To List Needs At Dinner
State legislators within .X'lOO

G

to 150-mile radius of Huntington
have been invited to a dinner
Thursday night by Dr. Stewart
H. Smith, Marshall College presi
dent.
Dr. Smith said he wishes to
discuss Marshall’s requests which

will be presented to the Legisla
ture when it convenes in Jan
uary.
The gathering will be in the
college dining hall and starts at
6 P. M.

1

WENSLEY, TO../MEADE /
Maj. Robert K. Wensley/assistant professor of military science
and tactics at Marshall CoUege,
will attend the annual Second
Army ROTC Conference at Ft
George Meade, Maryland, Decem
ber 10-12. Maj. Wensley will attend
the conference in the absence of
Col. T. E. Carter, commanding of-1
ficer of the Marshall ROTC.

(7/ 6/
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Approximately ninety actives, pledges, and alumni of

Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity met together last week

end for their annual observance of Founder’s Day.
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An alumni banquet was held at the Hotel Frederick,
I
followed by the group’s winter formal at the Guyan
Country Club at 9 P. M. on Saturday night.

Press Club Pledges'
Four City Students

Mrs. Foose
Is Speaker
a-<'5C.

,

Mrs. A. M. Foose of the Mar
shall College home economics
department, will speak tonight
at a meeting of Nu chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority.
The meeting- will be held at
8 P. M. at thp home of Mrs. .
Dan Deaton. Mi’s. Foose’s topic
will be “Our Own Home.”
The program was arranged by
Mrs.' William Jones.

Four Huntington ’ students have
been pledged to The Press Club, !
teen’s journalism honorary at
Marshall College.
They are: Richard Moore, a sen
ior in Arts and Science College,
Who lives at 1622% Twelfth Ave;nue. Moore is the son of Mr. Wil
iam T. Moore; Sam Stanley, a
sophomore in Arts and Sciences
(College, who is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Jones Stanley of 637
Fifth street; Walt Leonhart, a
sophomore in Arts and Science
College, who is the son of Mr
and Mrs. W. T. Leonhart, and Bob
Kogers, also a sophomore in Arts
and Science, who is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. R. l. Rogers at
South walnut Street
2

Marshall
Minstrel
Tomorrow

•' # /

Color Film
On Forum
Clifford J. Kamen will present
his new all color film, “Algeria,”
here Monday at 8:15 P. M. in the
Marshall College auditorium. This
will be a feature of the college
Community Forum series.
The film tells the true story of
Algiers with its cosmopolitan
European center and its forbidden
Casbah. It skillfully shows pres
ent day conditions of life in the
Sahara, the earth’s greatest and
most fascinating desert.
Mr. Kamen is an accomplished
speaker who regularly appears be
fore major lecture audiences such
as the National Georgraphic So
ciety, American Museum of Nat
ural History, various Town Hall
forums, as well as many univer
sity and private groups.
Twenty years of motion picture
experience and a thorough backgound of formal art training are
evident in the perfection of his
photography. Mr. Kamen’s travel
experience includes journeys to
Europe, India, Africa, China, Ja
pan, South America and the
< South Seas.
1
J

The third annual minstrel show
of Omicron Delta Kappa, men’s
leadership fraternity at Marshall1
College, will be presented in Old
Main Auditorium on the Marshall
• campus Thursday and Friday at
’ 8:15 P. M.
The show, co-sponsored by ODK
and the Men’s Concert Choir, will
consist of skits entitled “Class
Room Capers”, “Sorority Study.
Session”, “Democracy In Ac
tion”, or “A Meeting of The Stu
dent Activity Board” and “That
Infernal Initiation”.
Under the direction of Walter p. •
Felty, assistant professor of so-•
cial studies and faculty advisor
to ODK, and Wayne Hugoboom,
associate professor of music, the
show is presented as the old time
minstrel shows were.
Characters include Mr. Inter
locutor, Paul Wright, and the end
men, Danny Goulding, John
corns, George Smith, Jamie John
ston, James Davis, John May
berry,1 Walter Felty and Larry
Hite.
The Expressers Quartet com
posed of Tom Tweel, Chauncey
Starkey, Jack Waugh and Johnny
Casto will present several num
bers.
Members of the Dixieland Band
are: Bill Ed Clark, Ned R. De
Journett, David Sheets, Jack
Flower, Jack P. Waugh, Robert
Leighty, Maurice Kyer and Randoll Sharp.
There will also be a special
guest who is star of radio, tele
vision and movies, whose identity
will not be revealed until the’
night of the show.

I Forum

Will Try
To Continue
An effort'will zbe made to con
tinue the Marshall College Com
munity Forum program, which is
now scheduled to end after the
1956 - 57 season because of declin
ing membership.
Many of the members remained
in the Marshall auditorium after
a program Tuesday night and de
cided to have a meeting of the
membership and others interested
to discuss possible steps to keep ,
the forum alive.
The motion for such a discus- .
sion was made by Lake Polan,
Jr. Dr. Stewart H. Smith, presi
dent of Marshall and of the
forum board, is to call the meet
ing sometime after Christmas.
The Community Forum Board, ,
which is composed of college staff ■
members and interested citizens,
announced last month its decision .
to discontinue the program after
the current season;
The 11-year-old college-community enterprise has a member
ship of 276 this season. Dr. Smith
said a membership of 600 is necI essary for the success of the
forum.

Initiation Program IBegins Today

/;•- a
6..
The Cavaliers, Marshall Col• 6hurch Sunday morning, and in
lege Independent fraternity, are the afternoon initiate the pledge
having their annual initiation class in the parish house of the
weekend today through Sunday. First Methodist Church.
Activities will start with a pre Members of the pledge class
initiation dinner tonight at 5 P. M. are Phil Caldabaugh of Mc
for pledges and active members. Mechen, Emil Notti of Hamlin,
On Saturday -the members will josh Miller of Huntington, Eddie
attend Marshall's opening basket Vineyard of Spencer, Gaylord
ball game, and afterward will Bower of Mullens, Gil Terhune
have their winter formal at Fraand Bob Myers of Charleston, all
ternal Hall.
The Cavaliers win
will attend serv freshmen, and Bill Good of Oak
Hill and Louis Liontakis of Welch,
ices at the First Presbyterian Isophomores.
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Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority recently initiated eighteen women as pledges. First
row, left to right, Alicia Elkins, Barbara Skinner, and Patty Keesee, secre
tary; second row, Ann Gillespie and Beverly Cliness; third row, Marietta
Meadows, treasurer, Sally Coen and Carol Sue Cox; fourth row, Peggy Dan
iels and Kay Humphrey, president; fifth row, Sandy Boll, Judy Napier and
Becky Boardwine; sixth row, Martha Dudley, vice president; and Laura Hag
gerty; and seventh row, Millie Hicks, Mary Gail .Walker, and Nancy Curtis.
i
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)wn In Front
By Ernie Salvatore
Advertiser Sport* Editor
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Assured

Now Of
Hornets Always Win A ’Big’
One When Things Look Dark
Hornet coach Eddie Olson has long since qualified for the No. 1
ttimist in the city of Huntington.
And, maybe he’s right. For, whenever it seems that the local
extet is about to play itself clear out of contention, it comes up
< rith a '‘big” wip against a top club.
A few weeks ago the Hornets trimmed the Cincinnati Mohawks,
f cell on their way to a fifth straight International Hockey League
j crown. The tally was 6-3.
I
Last night the club belted Indianapolis, No. 2 team in the'cur
rent standings, 4-1, and looked great in winning it, too.
1
Through all of the travail which has beset the new club, in| eluding losing streaks, rumors about a possible departure, and
J things of that nature, the good-looking American born ice veteran
I has continued to insist his club will put together a win streak,
I [climb out of fifth place and make the post-season playoffs.
I/
If the Hornets can come out of Toledo Saturday night with
I nothing worse than a tie and then repeat over the Mohawks here.
| / Sunday night, Olson’s optimism may start paying off.
P
Meantime, a lot of you local sports fans are certainly miss
ing some great competitive fireworks. There’s more action packed
into any one minute of a hockey match than any sport you can
think of.
Incidentally, a word to tough Moose Lallo, the Hornets’ so-called
bad boy: Moose, mon ami, do
xnot worry about the barbs the
it come the 1960 Olympics in
out-of-town writers create about
you and please do not feel that
Rome.
the writers here do not appre
¥
¥
¥
ciate your tremendous efforts.
Shortopics: Paul Seymour,
You are a truly great competi
new coach of the Syracuse Na- ■
tor.
tionals, played under Jules Riv
¥ ¥ ¥
lin when Riv was player-coach
Western Conference (Big Ten)
of the old Toledo Jeeps ... Kent
officials report more success
State has lined up a wide variety
than anticipated with its “no
of half-time entertainment for its
harm, no foul” basketball offi
11 home basketball games this
ciating experiment.
year ... Toledo football coach
Jack Morton isn't sure if he’ll be
It has cut down noticeably on
at the helm of the Rockets come
the number of expulsions, they
next season ... Athletic director
report, with only seven players
Frosty England, who also
( asked to leave the court in the
first 12 games for excessive foul coached football until sidelined
by a heart-attack, seems ready
ing.
to resume as football coach ...
“The principle of the no harm,
And, Jack doesn’t want to step
no foul approach,” one official
back down to the status of an
told International News Service
aide ... Kent State tackle Luke
this week “is to cut down on the
number of free throws by elimi- . Owens has set a price on his
services as a pro footballer for
nating officials’ calls on inci
the Baltimore Colts, who drafted
dental fouls or outright minor
him last week ... If the Colts
contact situations, where control
can’t meet his price, Owens
of the ball is not affected.”
plans to play in Canada ... Alli
n
This means that a couple of
son Reed and Gerry Reynolds,
players bumping into each other
a couple of former St. Joe bas
30 feet away from where the ball
ketball players, are now mem
is in play, won’t be penalized
bers of the Wheeling College
for fouling.
team ... And Grady Wallace
It’s only where actual ball
and Bobby McCoy, a pair of for
progress is impeded that fouls
mer Pikeville College stars when
are being called in the experi
that institution was a two-year
ment. Of course, the officials
school, figure heavily in South
won’t stand for flagrant viola
Carolina’s basketball plans this
tions in areas away from the , season ... Paul Hornung’s se
ball.
lection as the “Heisman Trophy”
This system may catch on in
winner for 1956 gets this depart
other parts of the country. Let’s
ment’s approval ... The Notre
all hope so. Maybe it will help
Dame star got my first place
to take the whistle out of basket
vote in the balloting ... I was
ball once and for all.
also lucky enough to vote
¥
¥
Johnny Majors of Tennessee for J
Thanks to Joo Scalzo wros-

Victory
By TED SMITS
MELBOURNE &?)—Russia built
up a virtually insurmountable
lead over the United States to
night in the unofficial Olympic
games point standings with addi
tional gold medals in gymnastics
and Greco-Roman wrestling.
Starting the day 20 points be
hind the United States, the Rus
sians rallied to go ahead 576 to
556% with five firsts and a' tie
for another gold medal compared
to two second-place finishes by
the Americans.
Trailed By One
A revision of the event sched
ule by Adolf Hitler’s Germany ir
1936 found the United States traL
Ing on one point table and the
European style point-scale found
them second to Russia at Helsinki
in 1952. However, all Olympic
point standings are unofficial.
Traditionally, points are figured
on the basis of 10 for first place
with five, four, three, two and one
for the remaining points through
sixth.
It was a day of frustration for
America^ which could get no better than two seconds and two
thirds in the swimming and div
ing.
America lost the men’s plat
form diving title for the first time
since 1920 when Joaquin Capilia of
Mexico won the event on the final
dive to shade Gary Tobian of Los
Angeles 152.44 to 152.41 points.
Dick Connor of Pasadena, Calif,
took third with 149.79 points.
Capilla, a highstrung young man,
was thrown into the pool after his
dramatic final dive when the loud
speaker boomed the official an
nouncement of his victory. Until
the Mexican made his final dive,
it looked like a one-two Ameri
can finish for Tobian and Con
nor.
Farrell Sixth
Bill Farrell of Los Angeles, the
third American, was sixth.
Australia continued to dominate
the swimming events at the ex
pense of the United States with
its women’s 400-meter relay team
cracking the world record in a
4:17.1 performance. The Amer
ican team was another 2.1 seconds
back, also breaking the old world
record.
Dawn Fraser, Faith Leech,
Sandra Morgan and Lorraine
Crapp gave the capacity crowd
something to shout about as they
came home ahead of the U. S.

Basket^ll Top Cage
Scot®8 Powers
Triymph
COLLEGE
EAST
Princeton 64, Lafa?e^_
93. *est Ches.
St. Josephs (Pa)

Most college basketball teams
already have played their first
same of the season and
from reports of last night’s con
tests it is evident that the power
houses of last winter again will
oe hard to defeat.
Illinois, second in the Big Ten
last season, began its schedule
by drubbing Butler, 98 to 81,
with mini center George Bonsalle scoring 28 points. But high
nian was Butler forward Ted
Guzek with 37 points.
Notre Dame won its opener by
swamping St. Joseph’s College
of Collegeville, Ind., 98 to 55, with
Capt. John Smith scoring 29 for
the Irish. Marquette nipped De
Paul in an overtime thriller,
61 to 60.
Highly regarded Dayton had
no trouble in setting down Mi
ami of Florida, 87 to 48. Texas
Christian measured Texas Tech,
73 to 65. SMU overran Okla
homa City University, 78 to 62.
Penn took Swarthmore, 100 to
85 and Alabama pulled the rug
from under Birmingham South
ern, 110 to 69 and Duke beat
South Carolina, 104 to 76.
In other eastern contests, Col
gate defeated Rensselaer, 80 to
66; Temple outscored Muhlen
berg, 78 to 64; Cornell won over
Buffalo, 63 to 54; Pittsburgh had
little trouble with Westminster.
(Pa.), 64 to 54; Penn State over
ran Rutgers, 90 to 58; and Co
lumbia overshadowed City Col
lege of New York, 92 to 75.
Navy emerged victorious over
American University, 78 to 61;
Army whipped Ithaca, 86 to 66;
and the Air Force Academy won
72 to 64 over Westminster Col
lege of Utah.

ter 43.
54
Pitt 64, Westminster
Columbia 92, CCNYj’
Temple 78, Muhlenberg
Penn State 90, R •
58
Cornell 63, Buffalo W *
Harvard 61, Wesleya*
Boston College 84, R de Island 79
Brown 76, Northeastern
MIT 73, Clark 64
Hobart 73, Alfred 58
Hamilton ' Utica 43
68
Colby r
nova 62
Can’

14, Davis>its 55
>right 52
Swarthmore 86
1
.th 71, Williams‘43
Dai
BostG.i Univ 70, Worcester Tech
46
Brandeis 64, Bridgeport 44
Adelphi 74, Brooklyn College 69
Army 86, Ithaca 66
Bowdoin 80, Maine 67
SOUTH
Duke 104,0South Carolina 76
Georgia 88, Mercer 77
Memphis State 89, Miss State 78
Tenn Tech 83, West Texas 76
Austin Peay 86, Union (Ky) 69
Tusculum 60, Lincoln Memorial
55
Quantico Marines 104, Pikeville
(Ky) 83
Centre 79, Transylvania 78
Bellarmine 94, Berea (ty-f 72
Alabama
110,
BirmiaghamSouthern 69
Louisiana Tech 79, Arkansas
Tech 67
Georgetown (DC) 85, Geltysburg 44
Florida 94, Tampa 63
Navy 78, American Uni? 61
MIDWEST
Marquette 61, Depaul 60
(ot)
Illinois 98, Butler 81
Notre Dame 98, St
Josephs
(Ind) 55
Dayton 87, Miami (Fla) 48
Miami (Ohio) 67, Wittenberg >erg‘ 56
Wheaton 72, Millikin 53
Capital 83, Denison 80
Youngstown 87, Kent 85
Rio Grande (°Wo) 96, WestVa.
State 84
Kenyon 70, Hiram 59
Bluffton 101, Giffin 76
Western Michigan 76,
Gr«at
Lakes 73
■--«

SOUTHWEST
Southern Methodist 73

Soorts
Calendar
today

' No sports action scheduled.
tomorrow
basketball

East
Huntington East,
1
i vs. Huntington Vin^olntm-ant
War Memorial Building,
son. Kenova
R P. M*
MarshaU, Marshall gym,
Winfield ts.
Douglass, Douglass
8 Coal1'Grove

Alumni

VS.

Mourning Rivlin L'jay
Miss Marshall Openes
By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

Marshall may open its basket
ball season here Saturday night
without head coach Jules Rivlin.
This possibility arose this morn
ing following the death of the
coach’s mother, Mrs. Cele Rivlin,
61, in a Wheeling hospital. Funeral
services in the Orthodox Jewish
faith will be conducted there to
Page 37 — Thursday Evening, Dec. 6,1956
morrow.
Orthodox Jews observe a sevenday period of strict mourning for ziger of B’Nai Israel Synagogue. did earlier this week when R
The coach, stricken with grief, mother was first str’c^en Wjt
their deceased and whether or not
Rivlin will be required to observe left the Tri-State Airport here this heart attack. The athktic dire
will drill the team tojay and
it, remained indefinite today. morning accompanied by his wife,
morrow “just the
w,
Esther,
for
Wheeling.
His
mother
There are some ramifications in
want me to. We’ve pjne ,
Jewish law, it was learned, which had been ailing for some time.
He said he would confer with everything and I’ll do my t
would allow Rivlin to resume his
I know the boys will do
normal duties here as head-coach athletic director Bob Morris on to.’’
i
without conflicting with his re what his plans are this evening
Marshall’s
opening \oppQ
by telephone.
ligion.
Rivlin has already conferred with Morris, meanwhile, will take Saturday night at Memcfei j
his rabbi here, Rabbi Jacob Dan-over the Big Green varsity as he ‘ (Con. on Page 39 irityi

•"“sports
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they roll...

they bend...
to follow your
foot in action I

highest
1
note

I

by virile males as the perfect combination of foot fashion
and cork cushioned comfort. With nailess, stitched all-'round

construction ... heel-to-toe flexibility ... soft, supple
leathers ... and vanguard styling, they’re enduring

as the classics, lively as the cha-cha.

Guaranteed comfortable, too —■ in writing!
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Coast to coast, sea to sea, Allen-Edmonds are regarded

BOXING
8 a'thon/^don
Wallace. 10,

|yp, m.__ —

Alladin |
Burn/ Brujr Tan and
Black Custom Calf

$

7

X

*

■jams tia’i- a*, xvicciv university

and a patent attorney in that
Mid-Ainerican Conference city,
the United States this year, had
an Olympic team in Greco-Ro
man wrestling for the first time
in history.
Joe picked up a team for this
“pure” phase of the’ mat sport
from wrestlers eliminated in our
free-style trials. And, operating
on a “for the fun of it” basis in
the games at Melbourne, t h e
Greco-Roman wrestlers picked
up valuable experience which
1 may signal the dawn of a new
1 mat era for Uncle Sam in fuBture games.\ ,The. difference .between. frpa--

~ .z
. a-na xoffuny Mc
Donald of Oklahoma for third
. , .Hitting them all ... in their
eventual order . . . Tommy
Jones, who was The Advertiser’s
middleweight open Golden
Gloves champion five times*
is now living in Kenova ...
Tommy had a successful,
though brief, professional ca
reer ... By the way, all you
Gloves hopefuls should keep an
eye on next week’s newspapers
. . . Tiie 1956 tournament dates
will be announced ... Last
week’s public feuding between
Frank Leahy and Terry Brennan
was an unfortunate thing ...
Leahy, in my estimation, has

V4

t

. - _^-z .«.
-vcftMnia, o'jiextey
Mann, Nancy Simons and Joan
Rosazza. South Africa was third.
Miss Rosazza of Torrinvton,
Conn., a 19-year-old Purdue stu
dent, swam the anchor lap against
Miss Crapp and put up a gallant
fight. For a few yards It seemed
the Americans might spring a sur
prise, but Lorraine could not be
beaten.
"

•

'

"

Texas Western 75, x
Mexico 65
w
Sam Houston 59, Texas A&ty
Arkansas State 69, Abik
Christian 60
e
Stephen F. Austin 71, Midwaj
ern (Tex) 48
Hamline 58, New Mexf.
A&M 49
0

(Con. on Page 39 in Col,
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MARSHALL COLLEGE:

Starving For Space

* 1

Erected
In 1871
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By DOROTHY BUZEK

(Second In A Series)
Marshall College is In dire need
of more space — both Indoors and
out.
“There is never a day passes
that we do not become increas
ingly aware of our urgent need
for more space,’* said President
Stewart H. Smith. “We needv.more
space for classrooms and offices,
for intramural sports and football
practice, for storage, for parking.
“We get frequent complaints
from householders for blocks
around Marshall who can never
park in front of their homes. A
campus parking lot would help
relieve this situation.”
Marshall College has only 47
general classrooms in its 17 build
ings located on 26 acres of land
in the heart of Huntington, the
city that grew up around the col
lege.
Right now there should be at
least 15 more classrooms avail
able for general purposes. By
next year that -figure will be
higher.
A Look At Buildings
Let’s take a look at the Mar
shall buildings.
Old Main, the oldest and largest,
erected in 1871, has 19 gen
eral classrooms, all administra
tive offices of the college, a num
ber of faculty offices and an audi
torium. The college bookstore and
post office are in the basement as
are the maintenance and dupli
cating departments.
The auditorium is too small to
accommodate even the freshman
class of more than 1,000 students.
It seats about 800. That means 80
per cent of the freshman class or
25 per cent of the entire student
body can assemble there at one
time.
Marshall has needed a new audi
torium for many, many years.
The present one, designed for a
student body of about 500, has
been in use for more than 50 years.
As far back as 1928 the college
was forced to rent a downtown
theatre for its baccalaureate and
commencement exercises. For 16
years it has been necessary to
have the college-sponsored Artists

i.

oods 1^01*0 Classrooms

S&udoot
Old Main
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~ni 1 downtown building.
Needs 3,000-Seat Auditorium
What’ Marshall needs is an audi
torium that will seat 3,000 persons,
3
thereby making it possible to bring
mr ■ .yyr ^y-yy>yyyy,y;y
these important college events
back to the campus where they
FC.
belong.
•v
",
.....
I
77$ 5^-: V-r
Each year Marshall brings in
-- £ ,, ~•
prominent speakers and artists to
■x \\ *■''
;b:
appear on the student convocation
series in the college auditorium.
In past years it has been the
policy of the college to make at
$
tendance compulsory at a certain
number of these programs for
freshmen who might otherwise not
realize the value of attending.
This year that policy had to be
discontinued because' of the in
ability to accommodate students. 1957-58
•
budget for necessary re
As many as 200 students have had Jpairs.
to stand for some assemblies. Dr.
Far too many activities are
Smith recently gave orders that crowded into Old Main — class
no standees were to be allowed in rooms, clinics, laboratories,
the balcony because of the danger faculty and administrative of
of the floor giving way.
fices.
•
Seek Fine Arts Building
The college needs an Admin
President Smith is asking of the istration Building to be used solely
Legislature an appropriation of for handling the business of the
$1,750,000 for a new fine arts college. Most progressive institu
building, including an auditorium, tions of higher education have
plus additional land needed for such a building.
ROTC drills, physical education
Marshall also needs a mainte
classes, intramural athletics and nance building but that, like so
varsity and football practice.
many other things, probably will
“The present Investment of have to wait since so many other
the state must be protected,” de needs take precedence.
clarer' the Marshall administra No Place To Expand
tive head. “Values of adjoining
“There’s just no place for us to
properties continue to rise. The expand,” exclaimed Thomas A.
longer we delay in the purchase Bolyard, superintendent of build
of additional property, the higher ings and grounds, as he surveyed
will be the cost.”
cramped quarters in the basement
Almost the entire first floor of of Old Main.
-J
Old Main now is used for ad Plumbing, electrical and other
'■I F
ministrative offices. Two rooms equipment and supplies must be
are still used for classrooms and stored here as well as old
1
should be converted to needed of furniture, filing cabinets and other
fice space as soon as possible.
articles that might have to be re
y-y.
■
The second and third floors of paired- and put back into use.
Old Main are used for classrooms
“We can’t, for instance, throw
and inadequate faculty offices. old chairs away because we never
The faculty offices on the third know when we jvill be called on to
floor were dormitory bedrooms put them into a classroom that has
I..-’;*z
when that part of the building was a larger enrollment than antici
used to house women students. pated,” explained Mr. Bolyard.
■
.
■ ■■y'-y
Most of the rooms are small and
Marshall has to carry in stock
usually several faculty mem a large supply of equipment, par
bers have to share quarters which ticularly that of an electrical or
are too small even for one per plumbing nature.
son. This leads to problems in
Those who handle maintenance
: "■ 'I
arranging conferences with stu at the college say it is amazing
dents and lack of privacy unless how many things can go wrong
the teachers can somehow man at the wrong time — like a pipeage to arrange their schedules so) bursting or a fuse blowing, at
that only one will be in the office 4 A. M. on Sunday.
at one time.
Marshall’s need for a complete
Counseling Needs
‘
maintenance building is further
With the Importance of coun emphasized by the fact that most
seling being stressed in colleges buildings are old. Mr. Bolyard said
today, Marshall is hard-pressed to it takes a lot more supplies
offer service in this field because and more manpower to keep a
building like Old Main or the
of its lack of space.
The psychology department and Music Building in good shape than
its clinic and laboratories are also it does to keep the new Science
housed in inadequate quarters on Building.
__ as is
The superintendent of buildings state fire marshal on a, recent shall buildings were never
the third floor of Old Main
counseling service, and grounds said in the past three Inspection pronounced Marshall’s
the veterans weren’t bad enough, years much old equipment has
intended to house class
electrical installation one of the rooms. A store once was
As if things
- _ l the third been repaired and replaced. The best.
a section‘ of the floor
on
where the music hall is i
iq saving.
Dr. hazards on the campus have been
- Old Main J s? ogiLeduced to a minimum and the
floor of
now
located.
Tomorrow:
Many
Marr
gmith
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By DOROTHY BUZEK
‘ A college is more than just a
Wace in which to study and learn.
*
J’or many students, Marshall
Y°Uege is home for most of the
year, so adequate housing and din*
facilities must be provided.
Take also the matter of rec
nation. Even the most astute
scholar will agree that all work
hiakes pretty dull people, so there
hiUst be a place in which to play
too.
Let’s look at the housing situa
tion first. Right now the need for
hiore dormitory space for men is
urgent.
Soon it will be for women too.
There is but one dormitory for
hien on the Marshall campus.
Hodges Hall, opened in^ 1937, pro- vides living quarters for 175.
Male enrollment at the college
this semester is 2,069 — an in
crease of 11.6 per cent over last
year.
It is easy to understand why
there is a waiting list at Hodges
Hall each semester and why there
are already 100 on the waiting list
for the second semester of the
current year. Last fall there were
175 or more on the list.
The housing situation for men is
• eased to some degree by the six ,
fraternity houses on the campus
with each housing anywhere be
■■■ ■
tween 10 to 25 men. But that is
' scarcely enough to help solve the
problem.
I,
Rent Rooms In Town
| “If it . weren’t for the cooperaI tion of the people of Huntington
who open their homes to the stu
dents, I don’t know what we’d do,’
' f °
said Harold L. Willey, dean o
men.
Every summer the college
makes a survey of homes, particu
larly those in the vicinity of the
college. A list is compiled of suit
able places and householders are
contacted to see if they are will
ing to rent rooms to men students.
Sometimes it becomes necessary
to issue a public appeal for rooms.
Always the people have responded
generously.
However, with enrollment climb
ing, the time is fast approaching
when this won’t be enough. An
■ i:
other residence hall for men is a
must.
“Right now we could fill another
dormitory if we had it,” declared
■$r.
Dean Willey. “About half of our
male students live off campus.
That, of course, includes some who
live at home' but it also includes
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in private homes.”
There are 1,504 women enrolled
at Marshall this term, an increase
of one per cent over last year.
Since there are less women than
men enrolled and three dormito
ries available to the feminine
members of the student body, the
housing situation is better for
them than it is for men.
College Hall, the “old dormi
tory” adjoining Old Main, houses
, 68; Laidley Hall, opened in 1937,
houses 150 and the Freshman
Dormitory, opened in 1955, proI vides living quarters for 184
women.
In addition, about 100 other
women students reside in six so
rority houses near the campus.
Except for one or two vacant
spaces created by withdrawal of
students from school, all three
dormitories are filled to capacity
right now.
“If enrollment continues to
climb, we will soon need addi■ ■ tional facilities for women,” says
J Mrs. Lillian H. Buskirk, dean of
women.
Women Need Dorms
The need for housing at college
■ Is always more pressing for
women than for men students.
Most parents aren’t too con
cerned if their sons have to live
off campus, but when it comes to
. their daughters, they want them
in the dormitories under proper
I college supervision.
College officials say that in the
majority of cases, if a mother
. can’t get her daughter into a resii dence hall, she’ll send her to an
other college where there are ade
quate housing facilities.
Therefore, if Marshall’s housing
program doesn’t keep pace with
i its growing student body, the col
lege will see more and more young
people who would like to come
here'go elsewhere.
Although College Hall is still
adequate for housing needs, it isn’t
In as good condition as the other
two women’s dormitories.
Recently, a column of bricks,
apparently left in the attic by
workmen at one time, tumbled
over. One fell through the plaster
and narrowly missed hitting a
young woman who was iri her
room studying.
Of course, that was a freak acci
dent and the fault was that of
careless workmen, but one won
ders if the brick would have fallen
through if the ceiling was as sturdy
as it ought .to be.
In addition to housing accommo,
dations on the campus, the college
has 62 temporary housing units
located at Donald Court, two miles
south of the campus. These are
rented to married students and
their families. These units are
filled and there is a long , waiting
list.
“The demand for apartments is
i great and we wish we had more
j and better accommodations for our
I married students,” said Dean Wil
ley. ‘‘The people of Huntington
! have been good about listing apartments for rent, but the difficulty
iL
\9 that,
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Modern Dorm Is Home For Coeds
money than college students are Usually there’s no place to sit.
able to pay.”
The Student Union building pro
vides offices for the Chief Justice,
Dining Facilities Limited
Marshall College’s dining hall, the college yearbook, student coun
erected in 1942, serves more than cil offices, and meeting rooms.
There aren’t enough of them,
2,000 meals a day.
though. Often organizations and
That’s the limit, Mrs. Marie H.. clubs have to meet in classrooms.
Smock, head dietitian and dining College officials admit the need
hall manager, says.
for better. student union facilities
“If a new dormitory is built on isn’t as urgent as are other needs.
the campus, it will be necessary At the same time they say they
that food service be provided in feel it is far better to provide an
the residence hall.” Mrs. S mo c k adequate recreation center on the
pointed out.
campus than to have students go
“We couldn’t possibly handle any off campus to places that may not
more students here. .The kitchen is be as reputable or as well super
too small for us to be able to pre vised as the Union.
pare more meals than we do now,
(Tomorrow: The' situation
and our facilities are loo crowded
to permit us to serve any more in a nutshell.)
diners.”
__
Last year the “Greenhouse” in
the basement of the dining hall,
formerly used for special parties
J
V>'' ?■
and social events, was taken over
as cafeteria space. About 200 peo- X I
pie are served there.
,r‘'
~
Student Center Crowded
Probably the most popular place
on the Marshall campus is t h e
Shawkey Student Union. Erected \ '
in 1932, it was named in honor of a
former president, Dr I Morris P. ' .
Shawkey, credited with b ei n g j
among the first to recognize theJ
need for a recreation center on the:
campus where students could meety
informally, hold dances and other
social events.
Marshall outgrew these quarters
several years ago, and in 1953 the
college financed construction of a
$150,000 addition through the sale
of revenue bonds.
Although Marshall’s student un
ion is rated the best center of its
kind in the state, facilities still
are inadequate for the present rap-'
idly expanding student body.
Often the union is so crowded at
noon that patrons of the soda foun- _
tain have to wait 15 or 20 minutes
^o be served.
Even after he has been served, F
isn^t much
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MARSHALL COLLEGE: How Much Wi|| |t Cost?
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(Last Of A Series)
By DOROTHY BUZEK
This, then, is the Marshall Col
lege story.
As was said in the beginning, the
Institution stands today at the
crossroads. Either it will go for
ward to meet the growing demands
for educational opportunity in a
rapidly expanding industrial area,
or it will begin to deteriorate.
The decision rests with the peo
ple.
Not only must they make their'
Interest in Marshall College known
to the State Legislature, but they
must be willing to support revenue
raising measures. The Legislature
■ cannot appropriate funds it doesn’t
have.
Belongs To The People
Marshall College belongs to the
people. The people must be will-'
ing to pay for it.
Officials say a “conservative”
estimate is that more than $6,000,000 will be needed in the next
10 years for improvement and
expansion of physical facilities
alone.
That is in addition to personal
services and other costs related to
operation. Operational expenses
will rise proportionately with the
rise in the cost of living.
As far as salaries are concerned,
the increase asked for 1957-58 will
help, but it won’t be enough. Statis
tics cited here have shown that
even with this raise, Marshall’s
staff still will be'getting less than
the personnel of many other col
leges and universities.
Not only will Marshall have to
pay better salaries in the years
ahead, but it also will have to em
ploy more skilled specialists if it
is to meet the demands of indus
try for graduates thoroughly
trained in specialized fields.
Needs More Land
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Marshall College ueeus id U I11!
Ti
land—not just for new buildings,
RCP MQ(/5TA/£S
but for ‘ outdoor activities, for
r
•»
*•
CEO RAILWAY’
ROTC drills, physical education
classes, intramural games, varsity
APPALACHIAN ELECTRIC
and freshman football practice,
for parking cars.
UN/7EO
FUEL. CERE
®oi
The demand for space becomes
G&P TELEPHONE
more pressing every day, and the
/$LAN0 CREEK COAL
value of property adjoining the
Pour
ANISR/CAN CONTA/NER
PRINCESS
campus becomes higher.
Ei/YHOffA
It is difficult to estimate how
GENERAL METALS CORR
much it will cost to buy more
GUYAN EAGLE COAL
&'£cr^oirMEr.
COAL
Terrell tool PoyE
land because the longer the col
lege delays, the higher will be the
cost.
Marshall needs a fine arts
building with an auditorium that
will replace the present one, inad
equate 30 years ago. In its 1957(which brought
and
,_____
.
. .
The evidence
evidence points
points to
to this:
this:
58 budget, the college is_asking for iVirginia lags far.. behind ^Acutinnc
most|tions and
and nnrchase
purchase of
of equipment
equipment | Marshall didn’t have the neces-j The
which brought speakers and jpro-|the college will become increas-1 types of work, but to help the
| The time has come* for a more
|
$1,750,000 for this building and ad j states in the number of scholar-I necessary in carrying out the first sary funds.
grams of international renown to • ___
ingly ____
necessary.
Even now it is’become
better citizens. Suppoi
ditional land.
steps in adapting the “That’s just one example,” said 'militant publicj interest in M a r- Huntington. It is being discontin almost impossible to get a good
and
fellowships
made
avail-1
of
three
ships
Marshall needs at least two
of
higher
education is economi
Paul
S.
Collins,
director
of
the
1
shall. The time has come for pub
building for more functional limore residence halls. The last one able to worthy students.
adult education division; “There lic officials to step forward with ued at the end of this season be- job with only a high school educa cally sound. It means better busU
! cause of insufficient support.
erected on the campus in 1955 cost Marshall needs a new engineer brary use.
are many more I could cite. In
tin. As business and industry be ness. It means better citizens an.
$650,000. The -cost. today probably ing building if it is to continue to Marshall needs to expand its addition, we need to exrimd our courageous programs that would Marshall College's potential is comes more and more technical,
consequently, better governmen
would be in excess of $700,000. meet the demands for men trained adult education program. This extension and evening program produce more revenue for higher tremendous. Right now, according
Chances are it will be higher next in this field. It needs other facili will become increasingly apparent in general. We could hale twice education in West Virginia. The to President Stewart H. Smith, it this will become increasingly ap Marshall College stands at t)
could have an enrollment of 5,000 parent.
year.
crossroads. It is unthinkable it w
ties if it is to supply the growing as business and industry grows in as many people enrolled in our
Marshall needs additional cafe requests for trained personnel in this section. Marshall will fail to evening and extension' classes time has come for the people to students if it had adequate facili There’s another point to be con fall back. It must go forward.
ties and staff. ■
teria space. The present dining classrooms, offices, industrial fill its role in this industrial ex right now if we had' iufficient support such measures.
sidered. A college exists not just
Anyone who has visited colleges As time goes on the services of to train people to perform certain , Now is the time for its friendr
hall, like other buildings on t h e plants, the professions in this pansion if it cannot offer short, funds and faculty.”
j
stand up and fight.
|
in Ohio, Kentucky, Pennsylvania
non-credit, refresher courses, fa
campus, is bulging at the seams. booming Ohio Valley.
Marshall
needs
a
ful
time
and
many
other
states
can
see
Marshall needs a new health Marshall needs a maintenance cilities for conferences of busi
-V-....... .-what can be done for education if
and physical education building. building and a central power plant. ness and industrial groups, lei alumni secretary.
This need is being met by the The present furnaces, many obso sure time classes for men and it isn’t enough to agee that the people are willing to pay for it.
' exist
' ' — Ltogpeak
’
• •in Taken For Granted
1956 Legislature’s authorization of lete, are expensive and difficult to women moving into the Hunting- these needs
nostalgic or eloquent terns of what Too many people have taken
the sale of $950,000 of revenue operate. One large power plant ton area.
a fine old institution Mrshall is Marshall College for granted for
bonds for construction of this edi- would prove far more economical
Aid To Business Missed
>4! fice.
Recently the college was asked and what a shame it is fat it has too long. Too many people have
in the long run.
bragged about its services and its
Need For Scholarships
Marshall needs better facilities to sponsor a small business come to such a perilousstate.
|
a.and
more staff for the James clinic. There was considerable in Moral support isn’t emgh. You cultural advantages, but have done
Marshall needs more scholar
can
’
t
run
an
institution
n
it
any
’ I
nothing
toward
supporting
them.
terest
in
it.
The
Small
Busi

ships and fellowships from the• E. Morrow Library. The sum of
Take, for example, the collegestate, from individuals, industries,, $32,000 requested in the 1957-58 ness Administration, Washington, more than you can feefia family
E- A
sponsored Community Forum
organizations and others. West; (budget would provide for altera- D. C„ had offered its cooperation. on it.

Marshall Is At Hub Of Ohio And Kanawha Valley Industrial Complex
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This Building Houses Marshall's Engineering Department 'Temporarily'
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Engineering School Has Excellent Equipment
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By LOU SAHADI
In a pulsating contest that had
B Field House audience of some
6,000 rocking with pandemonium
the waning minutes, Morehead’s
highly touted Eagles repelled a de
termined Marshall comeback to
nip the Big Green, 81-79.

The fracas was packed with ten
sion from .the, offset, and it re
mained until the final buzzer when
the end was signalled for More
head’s hard-earned triumph amid
the frenzy of the screaming pa
trons.

If this one game is an indica
tion of the quintet that Coach
Jule Rivlin has molded, it cer
tainly must rate the plaudits of
the throng as one of the gamest
Marshall clubs in recent years.

The Eagles were all they were
reputed to be. They were tall,
they shot, and kept pace for the
most part with Marshall’s fast
stepping five. When the tension
surmounted, the Eagles refused to
• have their feathers ruffled, and it
was with this air of confidence wood iouieu rats Tolle with 20
that they succeeded in finally pre seconds left. The Eagle co-captain
serving their victory.
missed the first of his two free
Marshall battled the entire con tosses, but made the second one
test, and refused to buckle in the that put the visitors ahead, 81-77.
wake of the taller Eagles. Even
Seven seconds elapsed when Leo
when it appeared that Morehead
would begin to spread their Wings Byrd, the highly discussed sopho
and fly beyond the reach of the more, flipped in a one - hander
shorter local squad, Marshall from in close to again slice the
stormed back in rapid fashion.
Morehead edge, to 81-79 as the big
The victory seemed snug in the
Eagles’ nest with 1:19 minutes re electric clock flicked :13 seconds
maining, as the cool Kentucky remaining. But after Byrd fouled
crew had worked their lead to Kenny Thompson with five sec
79-71 in a tilt that witnessed the onds left in the hectic straggle,
lead changing hands quicker than
the Big Green couldn’t get another
a game of bridge on a rainy after
dying
try 'for the equalizer.
noon.
Thompson blew both his charity
But it was at this point that
tosses, but Morehead snared the
Marshall revealed the quality that
champions are made of, and one loose rebound and successfully
reason why they swept to their kept possession until the final
first conference championship in buzzer announced their triumph.
Rivlin’s Initial year at bis alma
With the emotional pitch at a
mater last season.
high fervor in the opening min
Hal Greer, a mere 6’ 2” opera utes of the fracas, both squads
tor in this age of seven-foot Wilt found it difficult to set their of
Chamberlains, rimmed a field goal fense in gear. Marshall was pre
on a driving under hand lay-up sented with a golden opportunity
to pull the Big Green to within of catching the Eagles with their
79-73 at the 1:01 mark. And when feet on the ground, but couldn’t
Cebe Price connected on his spe generate to any consistent degree.
Price came right behind with
cialty, a one hand jump with but
a scant :46 seconds remaining, the 18, hitting on nine out of 20 at
frenzied patrons hoped for an in tempts from the floor the same as
credible deadlock. Dave Keleher, Underwood, while Byrd who was
a 6’ 7” forward, dropped in a foul pressing a bit in the opening half
shot as the clock showed :37 sec came through with 14.

onds left to apparently seal the
Morehead verdict at 80-75.
However, the Green still had de
termination embedded in their
tired legs. Underwood dribbled
almost the entire length of the
court and hit on a one - hander
from 30-feet out to narrow the
margin to 80-77 at the :32 second
mark. Pressing frantically to se, i

***»

TTryter-

As fate would have it, Marshall
outscored the Eagles from the
field, 33 to 32, but Morehead
cashed in on 17' of 31 foul shots
while the Big Green only pushed in
13 of 20.
Marshall does have a return
January 16 engagement with the
Eagles at Morehead, and if last
fn,*,

.

/X

/;-5'6

performance, then the fans will
certainly look for that one.
It was clearly evident that they
wanted to win this one for their
heart saddened coach, who re
turned to his familiar place on the;
bench, after being forced to miss
the Big Green’s opening game.
While Morehead couldn’t locate
the basket until 4:50 had gone by,
the Green? only produced a basket
by Greer and another by Under
wood.

majority of his baskets in the sec
ond half registered 20.

Underwood, with his eye pop
ping set shots thrilling the crew'd,
led the Marshall scorers with 20
markers. He was followed by
Greer, who sat out a large share
of the second half with four personal fouls, with 19.

MOREHEAD
Kelleher f
Hamilton f
Hill c
Tolle g
Thompson g
When Steve Hamilton, a left Shimfessel c
handed forward put Morehead in Jewell g
business in the point department,
the Eagles began to gain momen
Totals
tum. It was Hamilton, who re
peatedly hit with his unerring left MARSHALL
hand that kept Morehead in the Price f
contest the first-half which both Byrd f
teams briefly held leads one after Greer c
the other. And when the Marshall Kirk g
defenders succeeded in bottling up Underwood g
the big junior in the second half, Freeman f
Keleher took over and kept the
Morehead attack function
Totals
ing; Hamilton emerged as the
game’s top scorer with 27 points, MOREHEAD
while Keleher, who collected the MARSHALL

G
7
10
1
4
7
0
2

F
4-4
7-11
1- 3
2- 4
3- 8
0- 1
0- 0

P
1
2
2
2
3
0
1

T
20
27
3
10
17
0
4

32 17-31 11 81

G
9
5
s 7
0
9
3

F
0- 2
4- 6
5- 7
2- 2
2- 3
0- 0

P
4
4
4
3
5
0

T
18
14
19
2
20
6

33 13-20 20 79

39 42—81
36 43—79

Bandmasters
Meet Here
Tomorrow

K'
J
The annual state bandmasters’
clinic opens at Marshall College
tomorrow for the first of a series
of conference continuing through
Tuesday on arrangements for the
state’s four regional band festi
vals next May.
The four regional events will
replace the single festival which
had always been held here. Hun
tington will be host next year to
one of the meets. Others will be
held in Clarksburg, Bluefield and
Fairmont.
The three-day meeting opening
at 7 P. M. also will be attended
by members of the. State Secon
dary School Activities Commis
sion which sets festival policies.
The regional band festival sys
tem will be inaugurated next
spring with simultaneous meets
May 3 and 4 in the four cities.

Refugee Scholarships
Studied At Marshesll
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, ^president” oif'Marshall College, said today
there is “a possibility” he will ask the State Board of Education
for “a limited number of scholarships for Hungarian refugees.”
Dr. Smith pointed out there are several problems involved and
that he and other members of the Marshall administrative staff
would have to give the matter careful study. The matter of providing •

1

room and board would be a big
item, the president said.
“After we have studied the sit
uation and know where we stand,
we may request additional scholar
ships for Hungarian refugee
students,” he stated.
> The' State
Board
"
____ I of Education
would then pass on
-- —
-- —
the. .proposal
' at its January meeting.
Marshall now is permitted five
foreign scholarships, but all are
already filled.

I
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Marsha!! Places Three
On All-MAC 2nd Team
By ERNIE SALVATORE
’ --

.' Advertiser Sports Editor

■,
'

'
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DAYTON, O. — Marshall College today placed three men on
the second team’ and had two others honored in voting for the1
annual all-Mid-American Conference football team.
The teams were selected by Conference coaches at a meeting
here today.
Chosen second-team fullback was George Templin, named
second string guard was Irvin •
Wilson and selected second-team
halfback was Ray Dunlap.
Receiving honorable mention
SECOND TEAM
ENDS — Paul Gallacher, Ohio Univer
were quarterback Bill Zban and
sity; Ken Redlln, Kent.
end Dick Athey.
TACKLES — Don Smith, Miami; Ron
Fenik, Ohio University.
Scribes Meet
Wilson, Marshall; I
GUARDS — Irvin ”
Meanwhile the MAC PressDick Terkins, Ohio.
Radio Association met and set up
CENTER — (Tie> Rudy Libertlnl.
...LI, Miami.
committees to investigate possi Kent, and Ron Pawlowski,
— Don
L— Nchlen, Bowlbilities of choosing coaches and IngQUARTERBACK
Green.
Raymond
Dunlap,
HALFBACKS -_
------players of the year in both foot
Ion Wright, Toledo.
Marshall, and Don
ball and basketball.
FULLBACK — George Templin, MarIt also discussed a standardiza j shall.
HONORABLE MENTION
tion of radio rates for games *
ENDS — Dick Athey, Marshall; Walter
broadcasted throughout the lea i: Gawronskl,
Ohio; Dan Howell, Toledo;
gue. It sought to achieve better
Ed Janeway, Bowling Green.
TACKLES — John Berryman, Western
publicity toward a possible fu
Michigan; Dan Hurst, Bowling Green;
ture bowl invitation for one of
Karl Koepfcr, Bowling Green; Andy
Poschc, Toledo; Mac Yoho, Miami.
its member teams.
Kent
GUARDS — Vince Delsanter, Kent
Officials of the Conference met
State; BUI Karpenskl. Western Michi
also throughout today.
gan; Pat Orloff, Miami.
FIRST TEAM
ENDS — Geno Gioia, Kent State; BiU
Mallory, Miami.
TACKLES — Luke Owens, Kent State;
Kenny Russell, Bowling Green.
GUARDS — Clayton Umbles, Toledo;
Tom Murnen, Bowling Green.
. CENTER — Harold Peek, Bowling
Green.
QUARTERBACK — Tom Dlmltroff,
Miami.
HALFBACKS — Vie Deorio, Bowling
Green; Daave Thelen, Miami.
FULLBACK — (Tie) Jack Giroux,
Bowling Green, and Dean Porter, Ml- j
ami.
x_____
■

QUARTERBACKS — Ken Horton,
Kent; Ed Kaser, Toledo; Bill Zban,
Marshall; Don McBride, Ohio; Chuck
Stobart, Ohio.
HALFBACKS
Dick Basich, Toledo;
Bud Breed, Western Michigan; Bill
Whitley, Kent.
FULLBACKS — Larry Bncfcellg, Ohio;
Don Woods, Ohio; Ron Faller, Kent.
KfevlvSk,•*> '•'y./ •

Historian
On Forum
Program
Arthur* Schlesinger^ Jr., noted
historian, author and lecturer, will
address the Marshall College Com
munity Forum tonight at 8:15 in
the college auditorium. His sub
ject will be “Cur Foreign Policy
Today.”
According to the New York
Times, Mi’. Schlesinger “ranks
among the foremost in the new
generation of vigorous social think
ers.” In 1946, at the age of 28,
he was the youngest historian ever
to win the Pulitzer Prize when he
received it for “The Age of Jackson.”
Served With OSS
Mr. Schlesinger was graduated
'summa cum laude.from Harvard
in 1938. He returned to that insti
tution in 1947 as associate profes
sor of history.
During the war he served in the
Office of War Information in Wash
ington and in the Office of
Strategic Services in London,
Paris and Germany.
He is the author of the book,
> “The Vital Center,” a brilliant dis
cussion of contemporary political
and social problems, and “The
General and the President,” an
analysis of American foreign
policy in terms of the issues raised
by President Truman’s dismissal
of General MacArthur.

Senior Kecital Is Set
For Friday
At Marshall
y .
/, 9

The Marshall College Music
Department will present Mary
Richardson, soprano, and Victor
Harshbarger, tuba, in a Senior
Recital Friday at 8:15 P. M. in
the College Auditorium.
Miss Richardson is the daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Richardson, of Milton. She is a
member of the Symphonic Choir.
She is a student of John W.
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Contraltos Mary’’ F. Brumfield' '(standing) and Rosa- .
lie Hudson are shown rehearsing for tonight’s presentation of the “Messiah,” which begins at 8:15, in'
; the City Auditorium. The annual Christmas presen- "
tation is sponsored by the Marshall College Choral
Union and Symphonette. Miss Brumfield and Miss
Hudson
are among five featured soloists
'
j on the program. Professor Alfred P. Lanegger will conduct the
Handel’s classic.
...1-11-------
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Creighton She 'will be accom- J
panied by Rosalie Hudson.
Harshbarger is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert L. Harshbar
ger, of Milton. He is a member
of the Concert Band and the
Men’s Concert Choir. He sings
in the choir at the Milton Meth
odist church. He is a student of
Wilbur Pursley.
Following is the progmirf/' »

(\vy

I
Sonata No. 19
^S^^eidhe
Two Airs for Cornets and Sackbuts------Adson.
Canzona per Sonare No. 4
__ Gabrieli
Victor Harshbarger
Assisted by: Dale Riley, Larry Surber, trumpets;
Robert Nichols, horn; and Jack Flouer, trombone.

II
Aria: Polissena “Radamisto”
Mein------------------------------------Divinites du Styx “Alceste”
Mary Richardson

Handel
Schubert
__Gluck

III
Bourree (from Partita No. 1 for violin)
_ J. S. Bach
Victor Harshbarger
Trans, by Wm. Bell
IV
Fill a Glass With Golden Wine
.Quilter
.Sounds
Klemm
American Lullaby___________
Rich
This Day Mine_____________
Ware
Mary Richardson
Accompanists: Wilbur Pursley and Rosalie Hudson

Marshall College Presents
‘Messiah’ Tuesday Night ; fem -,
•?

■
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Marshall College’s annual Christmas contribution to the city
of Huntington, Handel’s “Messiah,” will be presented Tuesday
at 8:15 in the City Auditorium with the Marshall Choral Union and
Symphonette it was announced by Dr. C. L. Kingsbury, head of
• music department.
Prof. Alfred P. Lanegger, director of the Symphonette, will
> conduct the performance.
Soloists for the performance will be Bette D. Benjamin,
soprano; Mary P. Brumfield and Rosalie Hudson, contraltos; Prof.
John W. Creighton, tenor; and Prof. Leo. V. Imperi, bass. Prof.
R. W. Hugoboom will play the piano, and Elmer H. White,
trumpet.
The program follows:Overture
Orchestra
Comfort Ye, My People
Creighton
Every Valley Shall Be Exalted
And The Glory Of The Lord
Choral Union
Thus Saith The Lord
Imperi
But Who May Abide
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ALFRED P. LANEGGER, director of the SyA* »nette will conduct the presentation of “Messiah”
at the city auditorium and Prof. R. W. Hugoboom.
will be featured as pianist. (Staff Photo)

Choral Union
Orchestra

There Were Shepherds

R‘

And Lol The Angel Of The Lord

Glory To God

I
If

I

And The Angel Said
And Suddenly There Was With The Angels
Mrs. Benjamin

5 .

I

Choral Union

■ ’ JWJ a? ■ ]
■

.

Miss Hudson

■

Behold, I Tell You A Mystery

I

Imperi

He That Dwelleth In Heaven
Thou Shalt Break Them

>

Creighton
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Worthy Is The Lamb
Blessing And Honor, Power And Glory, Amen
Choral Union
I Know That My Redeemer Liveth

-y
•<

. . . fc

Rejoice Greatly, O Daughter Of Zion Mrs. Benjamin

The Trumpet Shall Sound

'

®?Sy

Pastoral Symphony

He Shall Feed His Flock

r,V)
4*

R<7 W®

x

Miss Brumfield

For Unto Us A Child Is Born

Then Shall The Eyes Of The Blind

IM 1

Aw

Behold, A Virgin Shall Conceive
0 Thou That Tellest Good Tidings

i
I

kR-lr ;H

Choral Union

And He Shall Purify

<7^

Mrs. Benjamin

Lfe a. ■■ ■. ,y

Hallelujah Chorus
Choral Union
To help defray mounting expenses in presenting the work, a
Vree-will offering will be taken during the Pastoral Symphony.
2
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SOLOISTS WITH the Marshall College presenta
tion of Handel’s “Messiah” to be given Tuesday
night are Leo Imperi, John Creighton and Bette
Benjamin.
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DR. JOHN D. WOLSZON, right, is shown present
ing the award of a one-year junior membership in
the American Chemical Society to Donald Plymale,
left. The latter was selected as the outstanding
senior chemistry major at Marshall. (Staff Photo)
/. .

Plymale Wins Chemist Award
f
7 J.' tc /~7 '—
Donald L. Plymale has beeh'
T~ addition to u:
J
in
his- —
academic
selected as the outstanding sen work, Plymale has served for
ior chemistry major at Marshall the past two years as secretary
College for the academic year. ... of Chi Beta Phi, Scientific honIn recognition of his achieve orary society, and is president
ments, he was presented with of the Student Affiliates of the
the award given annually by the American Chemical Society. He
Central Ohio Valley Section of ‘ is currently employed part time
the American Chemical Society. at the Cabell Chemical Com
pany, and has been active in the
The award, which consists of a activities of the Madison Avenue
paid one year junior member Christian Church.
ship in the American Chemical
Plymale is the sixth student
Society, was presented last
to receive this award and plans
■week at the regular monthly to follow previous recipients and
dinner meeting of the Central continue his professional train
Ohio Valley Section at the col ing with graduate study.
lege.
In his four years at Marshall
Plymale has been on the dean’s
list of outstanding students each v
semester. His scholastic average
in chemistry courses is 3.75
(out of the possible perfect 4.00),
and his overall average for col
lege work is 3.45.

$

Inco Scho ars hip Fund
A scholarship fund to aid cer
tain Marshall College students
majoring in mathematios, chem
istry, physics or engineering
and students planning to teach
these technical subjects in high
school or college has been es
tablished by the Huntington
Works of the International
Nickel Co., Inc.

Marshall President Stewart . by Marshall College Registrar
H. Smith said last night that
Luther E. Bledsoe.
E. M. Kline, general manager
The company has appropri-;
of the company’s Huntington
ated $2,000 for the 1957 - 58
Works, has given the college a
academic year.
check for $1,000- for use during
The scholarships, to be admin
the current college term.
istered by Marshall College, will
Applications for scholarships be known as the Huntington
of $100 to S250 each semester Works of the International
will be accepted immediately
Nickel Co. Science and Engi
neering Scholarships., Recipi- i
ents will be selected by the Stu- ,
dent Aid Fund Executive Com
mittee of Marshall College.
Students receiving the schol
arships should be legal resi
dents of Cabell, Lincoln, Ma
son, Putnam or Wayne counties
in West Virginia. No applicant
who is otherwise acceptable,
• however, will be denied a schol
arship on the basis of legal resiContinued:
•i

Marshall ■
dence if he or she is an em of trained technical _
__ in
personnel
ploye or a dependent of an em
this
area,
including
L«viiaa
teachers
ploye of the Huntington Works.
needed to teach technical
-- subjects
The company intends to con- properly
-- high<U.schools and col
in
tinue the scholarships from year 1 lege;
to help Marshall in its
i
to year. A recipient will be in line | effortsand
to build up its science and
’ | for **_
renewal
• a of£ —.
vcivx*
’ I year until completion of a Mar- Applications for the scholar
~_____ 2 pro> I shall College undergraduate
pro
—
•
’’ I gram,—provided
he or she adheres ships should be sent to Luther E.
Bledsoe, director admissions and
• to the required standard.
• In order to receive and keep registrar, Marshall College, Hun
tington.
' one of the scholarships, a stu• dent must demonstrate good
’ scholarship and good moral char
acter. He or she must have need
for financial assistance in pursu
ing a college program.
Money contributed by the Hun
tington Works of the International
Nickel Co. will be included in the
college scholarship fund. Recipi
ents will be selected by the Stu
dent Aid Executive Committee in , „
consultation with college depart
t ment heads.
Dr. Smith said Marshall Col.
t lege
will keep the
a agement informed company manon the disposition made of the money auu
and on
on
the progress of scholarship recipi
i ents
in
ents in every phase of college
life.
I
The Marshall president said
that when applications for schol
arships are studied, equal consid' eration will be given to students ,
majoring in mathematics, chem
istry, physics or engineering and
to students studying to become
high school or college teachers of
mathematics, chemistry or phys
ics.
Objectives of the scholarships
established by International Nick
el's Huntington division are to
help alleviate the serious shortage

J.
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CLIFFORD J. KAMEN’S new all color
film, “Algeria”, includes scenes such
as this one showing nomad tribes
crossing the great Sahara desert by
camel. The film will be shown by Mr.

Kamen tomorrow at 8:15 P. M. in
the Marshall College auditorium. This
will be the sixth attraction of the
1956-57 season of the Marshall Com
munity Forum.

Color Film On Algeria
To Be Shown Tomorrow
A new all color film lecture,
“Algeria”, will be presented here
tomorrow by Clifford J. Kamen,
noted photographer and world
traveler. The program will begin
at 8:15 P. M. in the Marshall Col
lege auditorium.
This will be the sixth attraction
of the current season of the Mar
shall Community Forum.
Highlights of the film will in
clude Algiers, the “Paris of North
Africa”, a cosmopolitan center of
European culture; a visit to the
Casbah, the seldom filmed native
quarter; the fertile coastal farm
ing area, once the chief granary of
the Roman Empire.

ALSO INCLUDED will be the
abandoned cities and colosseums
of ancient Rome, desert frontier
relics of a faded civilization; the
Aures Mountains, a remote region
whose people, the Berbers, have
withstood the invasions of the
Romans, Turks, Arabs and French
without changing their way of life;
the Sahara, the earth’s greatest
and most fascinating .desert* o

/'
- !
'
visit to the French Army in forti
fied frontier outposts.
Viewers will see native divers
plunge into hundred foot wells to
clear sand from the bottom by
hand, nomad Bedouin tribes, Tunis
and the ruins of ancient Carthage.
Mr. Kamen has personally
visited and photographed every
spot described. An accomplished
speaker, he appears regularly be
fore major lecture audiences such
as National Geographic Society,
American Musuem of Natural His
tory, various Town Hall forums,
Chicago Geographic Society as well
as numerous university and pri
vate groups.
Mr. Kamen has had 20 years of
motion picture experience and has
a thorough background of formal
art training that is evident in the
perfection of his photography.
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Seventeen women were recently pledged by Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority at Marshall College. First row,
left to right, Miss Ann Dewsbury, Miss Shirley Hall,
Miss Janina Syms, Miss Nancy Sparks, chaplain,
Miss Linda Earl and Miss Willa Smallwood J second
row, Miss Janet Stacey, Miss Sue Williams, Miss Lou

IB

W■

■: 'V Z1

___ _ ___
/ ■
•
f
A '<■, ' Ann Zickafoose; treasurer, Miss Sheila Trimble, Miss
Joy Dickey, secretary; Miss Charlene Berry, Miss
Janet Ruppe, scholarship chairman, Miss Ruth New
man, Miss JoAnn Whitt, vice president, and Miss
Darlene Bragg; last, row, Miss Nancy Haines,
president.
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1
row, Lucy Stevens, Carol Harmon, Nancy Pat MaDelta Zeta sorority recently pledged twenty-three
■Zloney, Trinky Lilly, Beverly Holley, Joan Jacobson,
coeds. First row, left to right, Mary Hanna, Lou John-_ /,f and Lynda Humphreys; third row, Ruth Ann Lykins,
son, Shirley Womeldorf, Beckly Shelton, Patti Pan
'Jill Pauley, Kitsy Buckner, Lilly Nehman, Pat Black
cake, Lenora Connell, and Doris Church; second
burn, Janice Howgate, Jan Davis, and Sandra Carr.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE: It Needs Mor® Staff

©ost
By DOROTHY BUZEK
(Fourth In A Series)
The greatest single need at Marshall College is staff.
It takes precedence over everything else.
Urgent and desperate though the physical needs be, they are not
as serious as the lack of manpower and adequate salaries to keep
'=• and get that manpower. ’
Marshall’s proposed 1957-58 budget calls for salary increments
of five per cent for clerical and
custodial employees and 15 per
cent for the administrative staff. faculty members are carrying
For the faculty the college is ask heavier classloads than desirable.
ing $800 more a year for profes Critical Shortage
sors, $700 for associate professors,
“We need manpower in engi
$500 for assistant professors and
neering, chemistry, mathematics
$400 for instructors. If the boost in pay isn’t forth and business administration, to
coming, Marshall officials say mention just a few of the depart
they don’t know what they’ll do. ment,” said Dean J. Frank Bart
They’re having a hard time hold lett of the College of Arts and
ing present personnel and they Sciences.
“The critical factor is the salneed more staff — about a 20 per
cent increase across the board. ■ aries we are able to pay. For inThe budget approvedj by the i stance, we are very much interState Board of
t_ Education, the jested in obtaining personnel hold
first step in the move toward final ing doctor’s degrees, but we can’t .■
Legislative action, provides for 15 pay enough to get them.
new staff positions. The college
“A man holding a doctorate in
needs mor.-, but will be glad to chemistry can command a better
get at least that many.
salary at almost any out-of-state
A-salary increase of about 10 college or university; and when It

ecosscO To K®@p
Chart Shows Compa^tive Salaries Paid Teachers In Representative Colleges
Marshall

Kent 6tate
University
(Ohio)

Bowling
Green
University

Miami
University
(Ohio)

Ohio
University

Eastern
Ky. State

Morehead
St. College

2,859

5,204

0,010

3,910

5,301

6,200

2,250

1,060

" 3,325

Professor’s
Pay (Average)

$5,834

$6,669

$6,948

$8,161

$7,723

$8,320

$6,148

$5,700

$6,950

Associate Prof.
Pay (Average)

4,875

5,416

6,032

6,588

6,404

6,792

4,977

5,350

5,500

Assistant Prof.
Pay (Average)

4,320

4,729

5,562

5,557

5,580

5,647

4,550

4,400

4,800

’ 3,911

3,876

5,093

4,815

4,497

4,663

4,113

4,250

4,300

Instructor’s Pay
(Average)
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East Carolina
Teachers
College

Students 1955-56
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TEACHERS COLLEGE

Corner Of Room Is'Office' For 5 Teachers
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Indiana St.
Teachers
College

2,851 *

I

. Iowa St.
Teachers
College

Illinois St.
Normal
University

3,427

3,259

$7,265

$7,200

$7,020

6,246

6,200

6,120

5,385

5,200

5,220

4,429

4,500

4,410
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per cent given by the 1956 Legis- comes to competing with induslature was appreciated at Mar-1 try, we’re in even worse shape,
maximum—we—
can pay a
shall, but a further - raise is
is ! “The -----------needed.
Ph.D beginning here is $4,2.00. The
«■ r
starting salary for him in industry
Salary Comparisons
would be anywhere between $7,000
The U. S. Office of Education and $9,000.”
has just released figures showing
The dean said a chemistry post
the median salaries paid for nine at Marshall has been vacant for
&
months of 1955-56 in all full-time two years. Another is vacant now
colleges and universities of the in engineering. Schedules of a
United States. A comparison of number of classes had to be re
these salaries with those paid at vised and evening sections added.
Marshall points out the urgency of Several had to be eliminated from
<4
the college’s need for better pay. the first semester program simply
The median salary in all col because there were no teachers
leges and universities for profes for them.
I
sors was $7,076 last year. At Mar Need Graduate Staff
di
Ab3A3 3W.
shall it was $5,830
a difference
in Teachers College represents an
, The shortage of staff is being iI ‘increase of 12 per- cent over last'
W>^SS33^|
of $1,246.
just as keenly in the Teachers
Il
( jnooa ±vhi
The median for associate pro felt
College and the Graduate School I year.
fessors nationwide is $5,731; at at Marshall.
Only about 25 per cent of Mar
Marshall it is $4,740. Assistant “Enrollment in elementary edu
shall’s graduates who go into
professors in the nation as a
has increased so much that teaching remain in West Virginia. 1
aidNoia
whole get $4,921; at Marshall, cation
we need a person trained in ele
$4,290. The median for instructors mentary education and educa The rest go to other states where
•tl'Xl
according to the survey is $4,087; tional psychology,” said Dean D. ■ they can get better salaries.
There
’
s
also
the
matter
of
cus•
at Marshall it Is $3,960.
Banks Wilburn of the Teachers I
Recently a survey of salaries: college. "We don’t have such a; todlal and clerical help at Mar- i
It has become increasingly
of instructional and administrative I person and no prospects of getting i shall.
difficulty to get and keep personcollege staff members was made one.
by the State Board of Education, i “We don’t have an art teacher ,i nel at the wage scale the college
The survey covered 109 institu in the laboratory school this year. I is able to observe.
tions in 23 states.
We couldn’t find one willing to Marshall administrative officers
accept the post at the salary we say the need for qualified office
Average Salaries
could
pay, so we are not teach- personnel is great. Institutions of
The accompanying table shows
higher learning, more than most
I
ing
art.
”
where Marshall stands in relation
businesses, need trained people
to some other colleges and univer Then there’s the placement serv who have had some college work
oiaoisiHaad )
ice
program
at
Marshall.
It
used
sities in the Mid-American Con
> incw
themselves and understand some
to
be
that
it
was
only
during
the
ference and to some other institu-I
©NITI3X S.3H J
thing about the operations of a
tions <?f higher learning compara- | summer months of June, July and college.
August
that
calls
came
for
teach

ble to Marshall in size. The dif
Unfortunately, because of theft
ferences in salary would be even ers. Now superintendents and salaries it pays, Marshall has a ■
principals,
faced
with
the
probdOd S.VTUOSlSd
more glaring if compared with |- -.
,
hard time getting college-trained
those paid in larger universities . lems of expanding school systems people for office work.
'
and
competition
with
industry,
in neighboring states.
’ find themselves looking for in They can go almost any place
Bear in mind too that these are structors throughout the year.
else in Huntington and get more
“average” salaries. Marshall’s j’ Others Full Time
money.
minimum or starting salary is
Most other colleges and univeronly $5,205 for a professor; $4,240 I sities — Miami, Kent State, Ohio
Tomorrow: Housing and
for an associate professor; $3,835 u^ersity7ti" mStonV’few'fo dining facilities need to be
for an assistant professor and this area — have full time place improved.
$3,500 for an instructor.
ment services.
The effect of Marshall’s low
salary scale is far reaching. A| Not Marshall.
Marshall
urgently needs
recent study showed that in the [ --------------------------....such
_ a
past 10 years there have been 131 program. It has the largest teach- iAavaaiv
J3AV31
separations, representing an 82 . er training program in West Vir- > an
;a3A3i^
—f$9ns -a 3xvw
os
per cent turnover. More than half! ginia. There are more students en- 9NI1139-9.
' HIM ailV dTO 3H1
rolled in teacher education at > 5<3H y sa.nox,
left for higher paying positions.
i viNma'mowa r'
V -iwi r_
This year• Marshall’s full-time Marshall than in any other two f^OOl \ 'x>iaod
I
HV3A-A
( d3N3dO C
—
— 1170 is being supple- colleges in the state, including■
\JHO y
faculty of
mented by 15 part-time and five:West Virginia University,
graduate student instructors. Many i The present enrollment of 1,291 ’
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MARSHALL COLLEGE: Housing Problems

M©od

Campus Buildings fi@bfe To
Iu

Old Frame Residence
Used As Health Clinic
By DOROTHY BUZEK
done about this appalling lack of
physical education facilities.
(Third Of A Series)
To look at some buildings on Fees From Students
the Marshall College campus,
The Legislature has authorized
you’d never think they were part
the State Board of Education to
of a modern educational institu
sell up to $950,000 worth of reve
tion.
nue bonds to finance construction
Take the Music Hall or the En of the new facility and acquire
gineering Building. Neither looks land. The bonds will be retired
much like a hall of learning. * with certain tuition fees.
Acquired by the college in 1926,
The new building will include
the Music Hall was originally a gymnasium, swimming pool,
an apartment building. A store classrooms, faculty offices, locker
occupied the first floor. It still and shower rooms. It will be used
retains an unacademic look de exclusively by men students, leav
spite an addition — built in 1928 ing the present building for women
and a few other changes.
and students of the Marshall lab
Looks aren’t everything, of oratory school.
The college is asking $25,000
course, and things wouldn’t be so
bad if the building served its for necessary repairs and renovapurpose. It doesn*t, because it tion of the present gymnasium.
was never intended for its pres The college would like to see a
| health clinic adjoin the physical
ent use.
There’s the acoustical problem, education building. The present
for one'thing-. In a building where clinic located at 1712 Fifth ave
music is taught vocal and instru nue is a former residence never
mental practice in one part of intended for its present use.
the building shouldn’t disturb stu The James E. Morrow Library
dents in other classes. In the Mu- was built in 1930 and named
in honor of a former Marshall
®ic Hall, it does.
Music Hall contains a small, president.
The building, erected as a com
inadequate auditorium for recitals,
bination classroom and library
practice rooms for piano and
voice students, band room and a building, was of excellent design
few tiny classrooms. It always for a college with a collection of
looks dingy and dismal despite around 50,000 to 60,000 volumes
and a student body of around
the best efforts of the main
1,000.
tenance crew to keep it looking
The library’s collection, how
nice.
ever, has now grown to over
Hall Completed In 1915
100,000 volumes and the student
Norihcott Hall, formerly the body to more than 3,000.
science building, is the next old
Basement Crowded
est edifice on the campus. It was
completed in 1915 and named in At one time the building housed
honor of the late G. A. North- the history, art and journalism
cott, a distinguished Huntington departments. Expansion of library
services has pushed all but the ,
citizen.
journalism
department out of the
This building houses business ad
ministration, art and home eco building. That department re
mains in the basement in quar
nomics departments.
An expert job of renovation and ters that already were cramped
repair in 1952 at a cost of $265,000 10 or 15 years ago. There are
Improved appearance and, to some but two rooms for journalism
degree, facilities of the hall. How- classes.
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There are but five genera] asking for $32,000 in his' 1957-58
•';. : 1
classrooms in the budding since budget for alterations, equipment
and
furnishings
at
the
library.
most rooms are specialized and
:Wcan be used only for certain pur Marshall’s Engineering Build
poses such as typing, accounting, ing is described in the college
Bulletin as “a two-story tempo
sewing or cooking.
.. -'r^k
rary
structure which includes 10
The business administration de
■/■
'■■‘■7 3
'•
’ '7
,7 ■
7 '
**‘*“*7^1*-partment has the entire top floor, classrooms, two conference rooms
/ Y5/'
^'~and
16
offices.
”
7
but it’s still cramped for space
. •••'
«
7 7'-‘-7^ f
-'U
-4.'■
.■
Still “Temporary” . .
because -about 25 per cent of the
w .
•>»» /
;>• 'JWstudent body is enrolled in busi The building was “temporary”
ness administration.
when erected on. the north cam
7X
■
'■ yW
The business administration de pus in 1947. It was meant to be
•'•'•’?<?-I
■-4h '
partment is hopeful that when a that in every sense of the word.
V
£
■**&
new fine arts building becomes
The frame, barracks-type build
Books Available in Furr.cce RoOrn
a reality the art department will ing is scarcely durable enough to
move into that building. This will withstand ordinary use, much
yercrowded Labrar
release space now occupied by less the punishment to which it,
the art department on the sec is subjected b y engineering - HOiosaia MionsM siaods
ond floor of Northcott Hall. The classes. The structure has been
---------- esnoir iSunmd jo^q^q s^oqojq
4,110
business administration depart reinforced with steel wherever M *H T^N - WWW SSSNISnS
ment hopes it will then get this possible because of heavy equip
additional space.
ment used in the engineering pro
S " HOVOO NVWHSSM JMVJSISSV
gram, but it is doubtful it will
Physical Ed Needs
hold up much longer.
For a long time the need - for The need for adequate facilities SQJtrBHO TTT9 “ HOVOO NVWHSHHH
I
'/7:
more and better physical educa- for engineering at Marshall was
k:-C
tion facilities has been apparent cited by The Advertiser in a pre ) U9TTIH ro’BTTTTM - HOVOO (INS
to even the casual observer at vious series of articles.
This need has been substantiated
;. / .■•;■ .7 ;'.
Marshall.
by industrialists, professional en
pa - HOVOO (TISISHOVS
The present gymnasium and- gineers and others familiar with
•/
physical education building, the college’s program and the role
5? -is-'
:V‘
erected 37 years ago. was ,in- it has played in helping supply 3.IT2W) §S'8TO ra-eS - HOVOO SNIH
.tended for a student body about the ever-increasing demand for
engineers.
'tW
one-seventh the size of the pres Better facilities for engineering I H-I9H - HOVOO TIVSIOOJ CIVSH
yfa.
ent one. The small structure, now and adequate instructional staff
'7 4 7
ised by. both men and women should be near the top of Mar
HOVOO TTVSJ3XSVS NVWHSSHS
ttudents, has two swimming shall’s long list of urgent needs.
Tomorrow: The greatest 'inr - HOVOO TTVSIMSVH OVSH
jools, one fairly large and two i
mall playing floors, lounges and jj single need at Marshall is
I staff 'personnel, but the
offices for teachers and executives i1 college has trouble obtain- ^q.OH — SOIlGSTTHiLV HO HOlGOSHIGl
d! the department.
I ; ing H- because
T-* n st 1 c* n off an low
f it long last something is being) salary scale,
■ a.' ■'.,
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Today’s Names In The News
There Die#

Admiral Sir ^rederiC Dreyer,
78, flag captain
Lord Jellicoe
at the Battle of Jutland in World
War I, who entered the Royal
Navy in 1891 and became one of
the service’s foremost gunnery ex
perts, died in Winchester, Eng
land . . .

■ '•’’S'...

r

Dr. Otis Floyd Lamson, 80, one
of the West’s best known surgeons,
named in 1949 as an outstanding
alumnus of the University of Penn
sylvania, died in Seattle ...

&& 1.

f

The Most Rev. Bartholomew J.
■ Eustace, 69, Roman Catholic
bishop of Camden since 1938, died
in Camden, N. J. ...

OS

Richard Henry Buck, 88, a lyri
cist, who collaborated in writing
"Kentucky Babe” and several
other popular songs, died in Phila
delphia ...

Frederick Ballard Williams, 85,
well known landscape painter, died
in Glen Ridge, N. J. . . .

I
f

Dr. William Van Wyck, 72,
teacher, author and lecturer,
noted for his modem version of
the "Canterbury Tales,” died in
Berkeley, Calif ...
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Tough On Fathers
When Mrs. John Arends of Tumwater, Wash., gave birth to a son, John III, the
proud father was overcome. He leaned over to kiss his wife, whiffed some ether
and collapsed face - first bn the concrete floor, losing two front teeth and split
ting his lip. Now Arends and his son are both on a liquid diet. Said Arends,
with lisp: ‘‘Having babies is awfully hard on fathers.” (AP)

Actress Wed

r

■

'

Actress Diana Lynn and radio;
executive Mortimer Hall head for,
Jamaica and a‘ two-week honey-:
moon today after a south-of-thethe brake lever whenever he’s
Good Service
border wedding in Tijuana, Mex Unintentional
ready to get off. That makes the
Jack
McCoy,
alias
Spittier,
ex

A woman legislator inadver
ico.
train Jar to a stop.
The wedding originally was tently cast a lone "no” vote when plained in Judge C. B. McRae’s
They were on hand in East
court
that
he
has
a
hobby
of
hop

scheduled to take place in Holly the New Jersey Assembly passed ‘
freight trains, usually be Akron when he did that, arrested
wood but a hitch developed when a bill providing jail terms for ping
;tween Akron and Youngstown, and him on a charge of tampering
county clerk refused to issue
with safety device.likes quick-stop service.
a license because the necessary peeping toms.
The difficulty is that detectives Pleading guilty, McCoy drew a
year had not elapsed since Hall’s Mrs. Marie Maebert, Republican
T^--^^^^coun- nL4hfl.JBaltimore & Ohio Railroad sentence' of 60 days in the work„
rjon’t iike McCoy’s habit of pulling . house and a fine of $300.
i M
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Many exclusive feature#
make the Clary a different
kind of adding
machine.. .try the Clary
\ before you buy....
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MARSjjMx^P^LEGE: At The Crossroad
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I but as more and more do hear
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Serial view of Marshall campus shows 1. North^Hall—Erected in 1915. 2. Old Main—Erected in
.^. 3. Engineering Building (Temporary)—Erected
*51947. 4. James E. Morrow Library—Erected in 1930.
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at the crossroad.
rolled in Marshall now'under this
With the largest enrollment in new law.
ts 119-year history, it is under
It is estimated that there are
staffed and poorly equipped to approximately 156,000 war orphans
^eet the increasing demands in the United States whose aver
for higher education in southwest age age is 10 to 14. Marshall will
ern West Virginia, an area of rap get its share of these orphans as
idly expanding Industry and grow- students within the next few years.
In fact, local educators — and
Population.
businessmen too — are Inclined
Whether the college meets the to feel that Marshall probably will
challenge depends in large measa greater increase in enrollure on the support and under ment in the next decade or so than
national and state averages would
standing of the people it rserves,
—
tadicate>
This, then, is the Marshall story.
Center of Industrial Area
It is a story of great accomplish
Marshall is, in the center of a
ment in the face of adversity and rapidly developing Industrial area,
repeated discouragement because they point out. That means more
of lack of adequate funds.
families will be moving into this
It is a' story of an institution section of the Ohio Valley. The
that has continued to turn out children of many of these families
products to which it can point with can be expected to enroll in Mar
pride — young men and women shall, especially since the number
who are useful citizens.
of jobs requiring college-trained
There is, however, a limit to people will be rising.
what can be done with insufficient
"Whether the college will be
and underpaid personnel, Inada- able to keep up with the demands
Quate facilities and & woeful lack made upon it by industry is a big
of campus space.
question,” said President Smith.
Marshall College has reached "Already the demands are greater
the limit.
than we can meet. Every day we
Enrollment 3,573
•
get requests for scientists, engi
Total on-campus enrollment this neers, and other professionally
semester is 3,573, an all-time high. trained people which we are un
It tops the previous record of 3,439 able to fill.
“If we are to endeavor to meet
set in 1947-48.
The enrollment figures take on these demands we will need spe*
additional significance when cialists as well as additions to our
viewed in the light of the times. regular faculty. We will need more
The students who swarmed the facilities, especially in the fine
campus in the fall of 1947 were' arts. We will need men’s housing
veterans returning from World and, before many more years have
War n and anxious to resume passed, more housing facilities for
their college education under pro women. We will need a new gym
visions of the GI Bill. The tre nasium and physical education
mendous jump in registration — building, and we will need an addi
from 895 in 1943-44 to 3,439 in tion to the library. Those are just a
1947-48 — represented an “abnor few of our needs.”
One Bright Side
mal condition.”
This year’s figure represents en
There is one bright side to the
rollment for normal times. After present picture of Marshall Col
the post-war influx had reached lege. It has excellent equipment
its peak, there was a gradual drop and facilities in the sciences.
The Science Building, completed
ping in enrollment to 1952-53. Since
then it has shown a consistent in in 1950 at a cost of $2,353,000, in
cludes a large lecture auditorium
crease year after year.
Indications are that enrollment with a seating capacity of 300. a
temperature control room, special
will continue to climb.
Marshall President Stewart H. research laboratories for graduate
Smith has predicted that enroll students and a greenhouse in addi
ment wih reach 5,000 within the tion to regular classroom, labora
tory and office space.
next few years.
.
This is the major capital im
■ “I don’t see anything short of
war that would cause enrollment provement made to the college in
at Marshall to drop unless it would the past 20 years. A new fresh
be a shortage of facilities and fac man women’s dormitory was
ulty,” declared Luther E. Bledsoe, erected at a cost of $650,000 and
registrar and director of admis- opened in September, 1955. For the
most part, other funds spent by
£1There is plenty of evidence to the college — some $1,650,000 in
the past 10 years—went for mak
substantiate Bledsoe’s statement.
ing needed repairs and alterations
Growing Population
to old buildings.
There has been an enormous
Campus Doesn’t Change
increase in birth rate and many of
To the casual observer passing
+h« children born in the early days
Ql World War n already have the campus, Marshall College
looks little different today than 15
rpached college age.
Another thing that is going to - or more years ago.
As far as physical appearances ‘
have ann effect on college registra- I are concerned, it hasn’t changed
Public Law 634, which pro- i
tion is
vMes for the education of children much; but in other respects it has
If deceased veterans. Not too changed considerably.
A graduate school has been es
^ny people have heard of the
uw or are aware of its benefits,! tablished. Seventy-! i v • new
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gine ering, business administration
and elementary education pro
grams.
A psychological clinic, a speech
correction clinic, audio-visual aids,
radio-television programs and
nursing programs have been
added.
The college has been given the
right to confer three more de
grees — Bachelor of Business Ad
ministration, Bachelor of Science

i<' jAe AtSuiftf AA.

offered in the College of | The college has been approved by
grees u.
Arts and Sciences — the others the American Association of Uni
being the Bachelor of Arts, Bache versity Women. The Marshall
lor of Science and Bachelor of En foundation has been established.
These are but a few of the ad
gineering Science.
vances
made by the college in
Faculty Is Short
spite of its lack of adequate staff
The faculty has been increased and facilities.
from 134 to 170, not nearly enough
After its summer commence
to keep up with the increase in
enrollment. A full-time dean of ment Ik August the college had
men, director of adult education graduate^! grand total of 13,124
and director of news Information persons- \

17 Years Of Growth

iter, has come a long way, tut
some things remain the same.
A history of the institution in
its early days states that “for
more than a decade the academy
was successful in attracting stu
dents and preparing them for col
lege entrance and for teaching
positions in the county schools, in
spite of inadequate financial sup
port.”
Those same words could be
used to describe conditions of the
Institution which was raised to col
legiate status by the Virginia As
sembly in 1858 and established as
Marshall College in the county of
Cabell in 1867.

Tomorrow: A visit to
crowded classrooms and
old buildings shows
campus needs some help.
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Byrd's 17
High, Greer
At Center
By FRED 1 BURNS
Herald-Dispatch Sports Editor

How good is, the Marshall Col
lege basketball team?’ Coach Jule
Rivlin, the man who wants the
answer to that question more
than anyone else didn’t get to see
his varsity perform last night as
they trimmed the Marshall fresh
man team 100-60.
Rivlin is in Wheeling where his
mother Mrs. Cele Rivlin is con
fined to a hospital following a
heart attack.
A pretty large crowd turned out
to watch the scrimmage game and
what they saw was a pretty strong
frosh team, maybe the strongest
Marshall has ever had but they
could prove no match for Co- ,
Captains Cebe Price and Paul |
Underwood’s Big Green.

I

•

Actually the varsity did not
have much of an incentive in such
a scrimmage game as last night
but they flexed their muscles early
in the contest and let the fresh
men know that they were out
classed.
In the first two and one half
minutes Leo Byrd had netted a
fielder and one of two foul shots
and Lew Mott had hit on a long
shot for the frosh. Then it started,
Byrd’s fielder gave him the first
five points for the varsity, Under
wood added one of two fouls and
then caged a two-pointer, 'Hal
Greer’s two foul goals, Byrd’s
fielder and Underwood on the
scoring end of a fast break made
it 14-2. It went on to 21-3, 33-11
and near the end of the first half
seven straight fielders by the
Varsity shot it up to 53-19 and
the half ended 55-21.

The starting five of Price and
Byrd at forwards, Hal Greer at
center and Underwood and Dave
Kirk at guards will more than,
likely be Rivlin’s choice in the
opener Saturday against Spring
Hill College.
•
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One of the bright spots of the
game we thought was the way
Jack Freeman took over when
he became the first varsity substitute. He got____
in on some heavy
scoring and finished with 16, the
same as Greer. Byrd topped the
scoring with 17, Underwood had
15 and Price 13. Only Dave Kirk
of the regulars failed to score but
he took care of his . defensive
duties in top fashion. Outside of
Kirk, five of the six first players
all hit in double figures
despite
the fact that they played
only a
little more than one half.

After the first five minutes of
the second half Athletic Director
Bob Morris, who was filling in for
Rivlin, started sending in the
subs and sent the regulars to the
showers.
You couldn’t get much of a line
on the freshmen for they were up
against some tough opposition and
did not get a chance to show
much. However Brooks Adkins
came through with ten points,
John Milhoan with 9 and Jimmy
Maddox who didn’t play too long
but long enough for 8 points..
One switch in the lineup had
Byrd at the fast break spot with
Freeman on the left and Under
wood on the right and this trio
showed some good ball handling
and speed against that day that
Price might be sick or injured.

And the freshmen came up with
- slick
............
a
trio which also had some
speed. It was Dave Christie on
the left, Mott in the middle and
Maddox down
the> right side.
•
TRESWVfAN
Milhoan, f
Conner, f
Samuels, 0
Adkins, g
Mott, g
Jacobsen
Maddox
Christie
Telford
Griffith
Thompson
Hollingsworth
C. Adkins
Smith
Price
TOTALS

'ARSITY
z Trice, f
Byrd will b< going down the
Byrd, f
left side of the fast break and
Greer, c
Greer will be filling in where
Underwood.
Kirk, g
'
Charlie Slack performed last
year. Greer did a pretty good job
Treeman
of it last night but was a little
Ashley
too anxious and drew three fouls
Berrow
in a little more than the first ten
Mayfield
minutes.
Hall
But he is quick as a cat, can
Bingess
get off the floor and knows all
Allen
the tricks of faking so he might
Pierson
be just what Rivlin needs for.
Canterbury
Jackson
that spot.

F P TP 11
1-11
9
2-4 1
2
2-3 3
6
2- 3 1 10
3- 4 0
7
0-11
6
2-2 0
8
0-0 1
4
0-0 0
0 =
2-2 1
6 j
0-0 1
0 i
0-0 0
o i
2 '■
0-0 0
0-0 0
0
0-0 0
0
23 14-20 10 60 11

G
4
0
2
4
2
3
3
2
0
2
0
0
1
0
0

G
5
8
7
6
0
8
2
1
1
2
2
2
0
1
0

F
3-5
1- 2
2- 2
3- 5
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
1-2
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

P TP
0
0 17
4 16
1
15
2
0
2 16
0
4
0
2
0
2
0
5
1
4
1
4
0
0
1
2
1
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Davidson defeated Marshall, '1614, and Auburn routed Virginia
Military Institute, 21-3, in the third
and final session of the collegiate
mat carnival held yesterday in the
Marshall gym.
The results:

DAVIDSON 16, MARSHALL 14

i| 123 pounds—Jack Young (M)
'i pinned by Pete Coleman (D) in
12nd.
I 130 pounds—Lee Smith (M) de;
- cisioned Henry Griffin (D).
.1 137 pounds — Ken Adkins (M)
was decisioned by M. C. Gee (D).
147 pounds — Don Willis (M)
was pinned by S. P. Neale (D)
in 3rd.

157 pounds — Don Adkins (M)
was pinned by George Payne (D)
in 2nd.
167 pounds — Chuck Tanner (M»
i decisioned Harold Westervelt (D),
177 pounds — Irv Wilson (M)
decisioned L. P. King (D).
Heavyweight — Jim Simpson
(M) was decisioned .by David
Fogg (D).

1
II
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"I

Marshall’s
Wrestlers
Beaten

AUBURN 21 VMI 3
123 pounds — Walter Keller (A)
decisioned Skip White (VMI).
130 pounds — Gerold Cresap (A)
decisioned Bill Walker (VMI).
137 pounds — Bob Mason (A)
decisioned Larry Wood (VMI).
147 pounds — Vic Maldonado (A)
decisioned Dick Hunt (VMI).
157 pounds — Arnold Haugen
(A) decisioned Jan Woodman
(VMI).
167 pounds ■~ ZHoward Sprinkle
(VMI) decisioned
-—J Red Brannon
(A).

177 pounds —
• Ted Hazen (A)'
decisioned Bruce
-J Baker (VMI).
Heavyweight — Bill Rankin (A)
TOTALS
45 10-16 13 100
g decisioned Jim ’Wood
"‘ I (VMI).
FrSoT a‘ h»'f — Varsity 55,
•freshman 21
Officials . * — Bob Gutzwiler and
BiU Chambers.
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Clifford J. Kamen,’ wbrld
traveler, will present his
new all-color film, “Al
geria,” at 8:15 tonight in
the Marshall College au-'
ditorium under .the aus
pices of the College Com
munity Forum series. The
film tells the true story of
Algiers with its cosmopc itan European center
and its forbidden Casbah.
Mr. Kamen is an ac
complished speaker who
regularly appears before
major lecture audiences.

DR. STEWART H. SMITH

Colleges Need
More Teachers
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, presi
dent of Marshall College, dis
cusses in a guest editorial today
the increasingly critical shortage
of teachers in colleges over the
country.
This is a problem of national
concern because of the steadily
swelling enrollments in colleges
and particularly .because of the
urgent need to train more scien
tists. engineers and teachers for
public schools.

Everyone interested in the
; welfare of the country should
read what Dr. Smith says. His
editorial, on page six, also ac
companies the first of a series
of news stories by Dorothy
Buzek pointing out the special
needs of the College, page 15,.
The series stresses the im- !
portance of Marshall to the state
and shows how it is handicapped
by lack of adequate facilities.
' •u>ui>uiniMBU>u,„>wiaiiiiini,iiiun

